
 INTRODUCTION

 Radiographic observations of bone density are used as indi-
 cations of mineral density in a variety of studies, such as the
 following:

 1. Assessment of the status and progress of persons suffering
 from diseases that affect mineral deposition and removal.

 2. Surveys of groups of human subjects in a search for factors
 that may affect mineral content, such as age and socio-eco-
 nomic conditions.

 3. Nutritional experiments on human subjects.
 4. Experiments on laboratory animals and livestock in which

 it is desirable to obtain serial observations on the bones of the
 same animal.

 Visual assessment of the density of any X-ray shadow can be
 trusted only when differences are gross, because (a) the eye's
 interpretation is affected by the density of neighboring shadows,
 and because (b) correction for the overall density of the film is
 coarse and subjective. For objectivity and more precise quanti-
 fication, therefore, a photoelectric densitometer is commonly
 used, and the reading on the bone shadow is corrected by refer-
 ence to a standard object, such as an aluminum wedge, exposed
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 on the same film, the correction being often simply conversion
 of the bone reading into the equivalent thickness of the stan-
 dard object.

 The use of a metal wedge as a standard can be traced back
 to the beginning of this century, and since then many workers
 have employed metal wedges or other objects (such as bone
 slabs or ivory wedges). But bone densitometry research has
 been sporadic, with the principal exception of the studies initi-
 ated by Pauline Beery Mack23 at Pennsylvania State College
 about thirty years ago, and since continued at that institution
 (now Pennsylvania State University) as well as by Dr. Mack
 and her collaborators at Texas Women's University.

 The chief criticism of densitometry has come from radiolo-
 gists, who know that gross demineralization by a tumor, in the
 vertebral column or the femur, can be masked by overlying soft
 tissue. This skepticism was supported by nitric acid demineral-
 ization of human cadaver bones and the use of a wax phantom
 to represent soft tissue-experiments which led Lachman and
 Whelan20 to conclude that only under the most favorable cir-
 cumstances could one expect to diagnose decalcification when
 it is less than 20 per cent. At the other extreme, a decade ago
 some nutritionists were so impressed by data produced at Penn-
 sylvania State College that they suggested that X-ray densi-
 tometry might come to replace calcium-balance determinations
 in human subjects. This hope has not been gratified, but the use
 of bone densitometry for various purposes has increased greatly
 and so, therefore, has the number of applications for grants in
 aid of research projects which employ that technique.

 Because of the conflicting opinions regarding the value of the
 method and discordant results obtained by different investiga-
 tors, one of the grant-application reviewing committees of the
 U.S. Public Health Service, the Nutrition Study Section of the
 National Institutes of Health, sponsored in 1959 a two-day
 Workshop on Bone Densitometry, at which were assembled ex-
 perts and others interested in the subject. Although the pri-
 mary purpose of the workshop was enlightenment of the study
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 section members, the transcript1l issued by the Chairman of the
 workshop, Stanley M. Garn of the Fels Research Institute, is
 a valuable source of information regarding the experiences of
 the participants, their conflicting opinions and unsolved prob-
 lems. Of even more general value is the Annotated Bibliogra-
 phy on Bone Densitometry5 compiled for the workshop by
 Arthur K. Clark at the same institute. Since that compilation,
 supplemented by contributions from other workers, has ap-
 peared in print,10 there is no need for the present report to in-
 clude a historical background or extensive bibliography.
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 PROBLEMS IN DENSITOMETRY

 After contemplating a radiological physicist's description of
 the factors that determine the density of an X-ray shadow, we
 might despair of ever finding a biologically or medically useful
 expression of that density if we did not recall the fact that many
 useful quantities-readings on clinical thermometers and sphyg-
 momanometers, for example-are the resultants of a multitude
 of factors, some known and many unknown. Those who prac-
 tice bone densitometry are sustained by the knowledge that the
 density of a bone shadow is, in the main, due to the mineral
 content of the bone; but they are apt to be discouraged when
 they discover, in the transcript of the densitometry workshop,
 that those who have developed the most complex apparatus are
 not clear about the meaning of such terms as "bone density"
 and "mass coefficient."

 It may be helpful, therefore, to return to a simple empirical
 point of view, to visualize a simple instrument (such as the
 Photovolt transmission densitometer used in this laboratory),
 to keep clearly in mind the gap between X-ray bone shadow
 density and mineral density, to enumerate the factors that
 cause this gap, and to examine methods of bridging it. These
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 methods must be scrutinized for hidden assumptions and other
 defects.

 Mineral Density and X-ray Density. Mineral density of a
 bone, or of a certain region of a bone, can be expressed as the
 weight of a mineral constituent (of specified composition) per
 unit volume of the bone. The X-ray density of a bone, mea-
 sured by densitometer, is expressed in the first instance as the
 densitometer scale reading produced by the passage of the beam
 of light through a chosen area of bone shadow. Other things
 being equal, the more radiopaque the bone itself, the lighter is
 its shadow, and the higher is the density;-that is, "dense" re-
 fers to the object X-rayed instead of to the blackness of the
 film, as is customary among workers concerned with the photo-
 graphic aspects of X-ray technique.

 Factors Affecting X-ray Density. If we think of a bone in a
 living limb filmed on two occasions, with its mineral density
 exactly the same on both occasions, we can group under four
 headings the numerous factors that can, or conceivably could,
 make the X-ray bone shadow differ in two films, and the same
 factors could hide a real difference in mineral content. These

 factors are mechanical, biological and even psychological, in
 contrast to the factors enumerated by a radiological physicist
 (absorption, scattering, secondary radiation, and so on); but it
 is through his factors that the factors in the following list in-
 fluence shadow density.

 1. Factors In or Directly Affecting the Bone. These factors
 include: thickness of bone; its inclination with reference to the
 film; the macroscopic, microscopic and submicroscopic arrange-
 ment of its mineral components; the density, structure and
 amount of its organic components, including the bone matrix,
 periosteum, marrow and blood vessels.

 2. Factors In Adjacent Tissues and Other Objects. Overlying
 and underlying soft tissues affect the bone X-ray shadow dens-
 ity directly; but the underlying soft tissue can also affect it in-
 directly-for example, an increase in its thickness raises the
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 bone farther from the film and reduces the bone density read-
 ing. Soft tissues alongside the bone, and also other objects such
 as neighboring bones, aluminum wedges and a person holding
 an infant's limb in place, can influence bone shadows by the
 scattering of radiation.

 3. X-ray Technique Factors. It is well known that every ma-
 jor controllable step in radiography, from positioning to film
 drying, can affect film density. But in addition there are factors,
 known or conceivable, which would be troublesome or impos-
 sible to control, such as: differences between films, even from
 the same box; differences between film holders; differences in a
 subject's muscle tension or posture, owing to greater familiarity
 with the X-ray procedure after his first visit; and, probably
 of greatest significance, some fluctuations of the timing mech-
 anism and of line voltage that are entirely beyond our con-
 trol, even in equipment of high quality.

 4. Densitometer Factors. Some of these factors are common

 to many types of photometric instruments-for example: fluct-
 uations of line voltage, instrument drift, and intra-observer
 variation, due to hurry or fatigue, or to an unperceived change
 in the manner of using the instrument (even, perhaps, a change
 in the manner of tapping the instrument to liberate the needle
 before taking a reading). Two factors of special relevance to
 bone densitometry are:

 a) The photometer scale which, in the instrument used in
 this laboratory, resembles a logarithmic scale in that it becomes
 progressively coarser from lower to higher light intensities.
 Therefore, if an unchanged bone produces, owing to processing
 differences, a lighter shadow on one film than on another, the
 reading error of the two shadows will differ. Moreover, if the
 shadows differ so much that they have to be read on different
 density ranges (of which there are four) there may be a system-
 atic difference between the ranges, in spite of great care in
 standardizing the instrument before use.

 b) Film envelopes. In order to protect the film from contact
 with the densitometer search head and platform, it is enclosed
 in a transparent cellulose envelope. To use a new envelope for
 every few films is too expensive, and it is laborious to test the
 envelope frequently. Therefore, an arbitrary rule is adopted,
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 e.g., to start a new envelope after every fiftieth film; but this
 may still permit the increasing dullness of the envelope surface
 to affect the readings.

 The above list of four groups of factors, specified or implied, is
 formidable; but in practice we can easily classify the factors
 more simply, according to whether we can, or cannot, hope to
 remove or reduce their effects by observations on the films or on
 the subjects themselves. Such observations will not enable us
 to differentiate clearly between differences in mineral content
 and other differences inside the bone; nor will they compensate
 for the "damping" effects of soft tissue. We might correct for
 intersubject differences in soft tissue thickness and density (and
 for differences in general film density) so completely that the
 (corrected) bone shadow densities in a series of films were es-
 sentially all the same, and yet there might be considerable dif-
 ferences in mineral content.

 With these exceptions, however, something can be done in
 the way of removal or correction with regard to all the other
 factors, and it will be seen that one procedure will often correct
 for a large number of factors, including hidden factors, at the
 same time.

 We may in the future be able to form densitometric estimates
 of absolute mineral content in living human bones, or of inter-
 subject differences, or of intrasubject changes, by extrapolation
 from animal experiments or human cadaver bone experiments,
 but even then the uncertainties of extrapolation will remain. In
 the meantime, X-ray shadows will continue to be used as indi-
 cators of mineral density differences, and for this purpose it is
 desirable to improve densitometry by attention to the factors
 that are amenable to treatment. These factors combine with

 whatever true intersubject differences there may be in the bones
 themselves, to increase one or the other of the two risks in-
 herent in all investigations:

 1. Reduced sensitivity. Great variation in bone shadow den-
 sity between subjects treated alike, in a nutrition experiment
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 for example, can cause a great overlap of the readings of the
 treatment groups and thereby mask a real intergroup difference
 in the bones themselves.

 2. Bias. An excess of spuriously high (or low) readings in
 one of two treatment groups can produce a statistically "sig-
 nificant" difference when, in fact, no intergroup difference in
 the bones has been produced.

 REDUCTION OF VARIATION
 AND CONTROL OF BIAS

 Previous bone densitometry in this laboratory has included a
 search for age and sex differences in the calcaneus,29 five hand
 bones30 and femur (unpublished) of healthy adults, and also
 studies of arthritic hands, including a search for treatment ef-
 fects in a controlled drug trial. In all these, and in a study on
 cadaver bones of seven X-ray technique factors,26 the primary
 question has been: How, and to what extent, can variation due
 to the method be reduced, and how can bias be controlled? An
 inexpensive densitometer has been used, because if a reliable
 technique could be devised it ought, if possible, to be within the
 reach of individual clinical and laboratory research workers.

 The present study, while seeking for effects on infants' bones
 of dietary supplements prescribed to their mothers during preg-
 nancy, has extended the investigation of densitometric methods
 in several directions which, owing to lack of suitable films, could
 not previously be explored in this laboratory.

 Before presentation of this study, however, it appears desir-
 able to look at the principles that ought to be applied in efforts
 to reduce variation and to control bias, because, although much
 statistical arithmetic appears in reports on bone densitometry,
 those principles, familiar to many research workers in industrial
 chemistry, applied biology and controlled therapeutic trials, are
 not conspicuous in densitometric literature or in the Densitome-
 try Workshop transcript.
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 The three ways of reducing variation and controlling bias
 are: (a) Uniformity of technique. (b) Correction factors for
 general film density, soft tissue and bone size. (c) Randomiza-
 tion. For brevity in discussing these, and in the remainder of
 the report, "bone density" will imply "bone shadow density,"
 and "intersubject variation" will, in general, include (a) inter-
 subject differences in absolute bone shadow density, and also
 (b) intersubject differences in density changes of the same bone
 in the same subject.

 Uniformity of Technique. Experiments on seven X-ray tech-
 nique factors26 have led to the insistence, in this laboratory, on
 greater uniformity at every stage in the X-raying and process-
 ing than is customary, even in the rules prescribed by the Bone
 Density Laboratory of Pennsylvania State College3 which, it
 is reported,34 were followed in preparing the Nutrition Study
 films used in the research presented here. In the experiments26
 on cadaver bones and on ivory wedges as bone substitutes, the
 tube position was fixed and the milliamperage and exposure
 time were set always at the values employed in hand filming;
 but the following seven factors were systematically varied: alu-
 minum step-wedge position, kilovoltage, film position in proc-
 essing, speed of developing, fixation time, washing time and
 method of drying (a warm film-dryer versus the open room).

 Conversion of bone densities to equivalent thicknesses of alu-
 minum removed the major part of the interfilm differences in
 density of the same bone shadow, but significant differences
 were still found to be associated with each of the seven factors

 (P often much less than 0.05). However, it was found that, if
 the differences purposely introduced were eliminated (e.g., if
 the kilovoltage were always set at the same level and the films
 were all processed with the same end up), the variation would
 be considerably reduced. One step of an ivory wedge was used
 to represent homogeneous bone of about the same shadow den-
 sity as several bones in the living hand, and 128 films were proc-
 essed in succession without changing developer or fixer. From
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 these films it was estimated that, if the seven factors were held
 constant (along with milliamperage, exposure time and tube
 position) and if random pairs of films were taken from the
 series, each film to be read once, the greater density estimate
 in the pair would, in about 95 per cent of pairs, exceed the
 smaller by less than 6.52 per cent of the smaller one. For the
 mean difference of 25 pairs, this value would, of course, be about
 1.3 per cent, and for 100 pairs, 0.7 per cent. Therefore, in a
 short study, involving the comparison of means rather than in-
 dividuals, attention to details of technique can make the radio-
 photographic component of the intersubject variation so small
 that it will not be likely to obscure treatment effects of the size
 we wish to detect.

 Similar care in operating the Photovolt densitometer greatly
 reduces its contribution to the variation. The rules adopted in
 this laboratory exceed the instructions issued with the instru-
 ment in two respects: a long warm-up period (30 minutes) and
 restriction of the reading period on any one film to about 5
 minutes, after which the instrument is re-set. It will be noted
 that the 6.52 percent interfilm variation, mentioned above,
 comprised not only X-ray technique variation but densitometer
 variation; and, since two independent rounds of readings were
 made on the same shadows, it was possible to estimate that, if
 reading variation were entirely removed (or made negligible by
 taking the average of a very large number of readings on the
 same area), the 6.52 per cent would have been reduced to 4.95
 per cent-that is, the contribution of reading variation was
 small. In the reading of actual bone shadows, which are usually
 less homogeneous than an ivory wedge shadow, the contribu-
 tion from reading variation is somewhat greater, but not
 much,29, 30 and it can be reduced by taking the average of sev-
 eral points on the same shadow-without, however, using the
 elaborate equipment necessary for making a continuous series
 of readings across the whole shadow.

 Correction Factors in General. Two assertions can be made
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 regarding all kinds of correction factors, at least in biological
 data:

 1. A correction factor that is to be applied to a particular
 body of data is more likely to be reliable if it is derived from
 relationships found in those data than if it has been developed
 from theoretical considerations or from measurements made
 outside the data themselves.

 2. No correction factor can be assumed perfect; and to prove
 that a correction factor, derived theoretically or from other
 data, is near enough to perfection for one's purpose would re-
 quire extensive information, often far in excess of what is con-
 tained in the data under study.

 Correction for General Film Density by Conversion to Wedge
 Thickness. In previous studies in this laboratory densities of
 bone and soft tissue have been corrected for interfilm differences

 in general density by conversion of tissue readings into equiva-
 lent thickness of a step-wedge, usually of aluminum, but some-
 times of ivory. That is to say, the correction factors have been
 derived from thickness measurements made on the wedges, not
 solely from the density data under study. That method was
 impossible in the Nutrition Study films because, although the
 actual (smooth-sloped) aluminum wedge that had been ex-
 posed on the films was obtained, it was found to be warped and
 also irregularly bent at the narrow end. Therefore, wedge thick-
 ness measurements made now, or earlier measurements if ob-
 tainable, could not be assumed applicable to the wedge during
 the filming. This circumstance prompted the use of another
 correction method which had already been contemplated be-
 cause of growing doubts about the conversion-to-thickness
 method. The conversion method appears to depend on at least
 four assumptions:

 1. The assumption that the points chosen for density reading
 on the wedge shadow correspond closely enough to the points
 where thickness measurements have been made-perhaps a
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 reasonable assumption on an aluminum step-wedge, but doubt-
 ful on a sloping wedge or an ivory step-wedge, which is difficult
 to mill with precision.

 2. The assumption that there is a negligible difference be-
 tween the measured vertical thickness at a certain point and the
 path of the X-rays through the wedge at that point, or at least
 that this difference does not vary from one part of the wedge to
 another by more than a negligible amount.

 3. The assumption that the errors in wedge thickness read-
 ings (both variable errors and systematic errors at different
 heights of the wedge) are negligible.

 4. The assumption that linear interpolation between steps is
 safe enough in converting bone shadow readings to wedge thick-
 ness.

 Correction for General Film Density by "Characteristic
 Curves." This method is illustrated by Facto, et al.7 The
 curves are made by graphing the densitometer readings (Y) of
 the aluminum wedge against the corresponding steps (X) num-
 bered 1, 2, 3, and so on. From a chosen set of observations, a
 standard curve is created, and then for each film in an investi-
 gation its own characteristic wedge curve is drawn and the
 standard curve is inserted on the same graph. A tissue density
 reading (Y) is located on the characteristic curve obtained from
 the same film and its position on the X-axis is noted, i.e., its
 location with reference to the aluminum wedge. This wedge
 value, located on the standard curve, leads to a different Y
 value from the one observed, and this new value is taken as the
 corrected tissue density. Like any correction method that re-
 quires measurements supplementary to those made on the ma-
 terial under investigation, this method introduces additional
 variation. For the proper spacing of the X values it would seem
 desirable to use actual step thicknesses instead of numbers, and
 this would introduce the problems and assumptions of thick-
 ness measurements mentioned above. In any case, the method
 involves the assumption that, if the characteristic curve of a
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 particular film were identical with the standard curve, the
 various tissue readings on that film would not differ systemati-
 cally from the values obtained by the correction method.

 A Direct Method of Correcting for General Film Density.
 The assumptions involved in the methods just described, espe-
 cially the assumptions pertaining to wedge thickness, would be
 difficult to validate; but they can be avoided, and so can the
 labor of measuring the density of a number of steps on each film,
 by taking on each film a reading (X) at one particular point on
 the wedge shadow, along with the density reading of the tissue
 concerned (Y). Then, from the whole series of films there can
 be found the Y-on-X regression line, to represent (by the re-
 gression coefficient) the average upward slope of tissue density
 corresponding to greater wedge density. The relationship may
 be either straight or curved, but straight lines are easier to work
 with arithmetically, and to produce an approximately straight
 line it may be desirable to use a transformation of the readings,
 such as their logarithms, as in part of the present study.

 In terms of a scatter diagram (wedge readings horizontal,
 soft tissue or bone readings vertical) with the regression line
 inserted, the deviation of any particular tissue reading from
 regression, i.e., its vertical distance above or below the line,
 represents the effect on the tissue density of factors other than
 general film density in so far as the regression line represents
 the relationship between the tissue density and the general film
 density.

 If two or more treatment groups are being compared, the
 slope of the line is derived from the tissue-wedge density rela-
 tionships among subjects treated alike, this information being
 pooled to form an intragroup regression; and the line is drawn
 through the general means (X and Y) of the subjects. It may
 then be found that some of the treatment groups tend to devi-
 ate more frequently, or more extensively, above the line and
 others below, and these contrasts can be tested for statistical
 "significance."
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 Precautions with the Direct (Regression) Method. Regres-
 sion and other statistical techniques are becoming so familiar
 that they are likely to mislead us unless we try to discover ex-
 actly what they tell us, and fail to tell us, about the particular
 material on which we are using them. In the present instance,
 the key phrase in this search is "in so far as the regression line
 represents the relationship between the tissue density and the
 general film density." This leads to the following five remarks:

 1. Although regression lines are found by the "least squares"
 method, which is said to give the line of "best fit," this does not
 imply that the regression method is a better density correction
 method than any other. Indeed, although regression methods
 are used for many purposes in this laboratory, the term "best"
 is not interpreted in any technical sense, such as "the most
 likely estimate of the regression coefficient that would be found
 in an infinite population of such readings." The method is used
 because it avoids psychological bias and is a common, easily-
 learned technique, adaptable to the simultaneous study of, and
 correction for, more than two variables (multiple regression).

 2. The tissue-wedge relationship may appear linear (rec-
 tilinear) in a graph, and tests may show no evidence that a
 curve would represent the relationship more accurately, but this
 does not prove that the relationship is in fact linear. Indeed,
 we know that even the most familiar straight-line relationship
 in physics, between the length of a spring and the force applied
 to it, would be found only approximately true if we progres-
 sively increased the fineness of our measurements of any par-
 ticular spring.

 3. Measurement error in X-in this instance, the variation
 of instrument or observer in wedge density reading-makes the
 regression line more horizontal than it would be if no error
 existed.

 4. Differences in scatter of Y values (tissue density) at dif-
 ferent points on the X axis influence the estimated value of the
 regression coefficient; and, like unequal variation within sam-
 ples in a t test, these differences can influence the results of
 significance tests in comparing treatment groups. Moreover,
 these risks may be present even if a test has shown no "statis-
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 tically significant" difference in the scatter of Y values (no
 heterogeneity of variance).

 5. Differences in the tissue-wedge regression in the different
 treatment groups, even if not detected as stastistically "signif-
 icant," can either mask a real difference in the comparison of
 treatment-group means, or create a spurious difference.

 In view of all these risks it might be thought that conversion
 to wedge thickness should be used whenever possible, but the
 conversion method itself contains analogous risks, plus the pre-
 viously discussed uncertainties incidental to measurement of
 the wedge. For these reasons, also, another argument in favor
 of the conversion method-that it would enable different ob-

 servers in different places to compare their results directly-is
 obviously very questionable.

 In reality, however, the problem of correcting tissue density
 for general film density is not nearly so complex as it appears
 when particular risks are enumerated. Regarding any correc-
 tion method we have to ask two questions:

 1. Does the method increase the precision of the densitomet-
 ric shadow comparison sufficiently for our purpose? That is,
 does it reduce the general film density component of the inter-
 subject variation sufficiently to reveal, in samples of reasonable
 size, intergroup differences in mean shadow densities that we
 wish to detect if they exist?

 2. How can we control the risk of biased verdicts due to the
 imperfections of the correction method?

 The second question will be answered below, under Random-
 ization; and for material like that of the Nutrition Study, an-
 swers to the first question, dependent on the definition of
 "reasonable sample size," will be shown later.

 Correction for Soft Tissue Density by Subtraction. The com-
 monest method of correcting for soft tissue is to subtract from
 the bone shadow density reading a quantity derived from a
 density reading of adjacent soft tissue.22' 6' In 1950 P. B.
 Mack,21 described briefly the method used in her laboratory.
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 Bone density and adjacent soft tissue density were determined
 on one film; and on another film, exposed at right angles to the
 density film, the thicknesses of the bone and soft tissue were
 measured. The density per unit volume of soft tissue was esti-
 mated, and an appropriate multiple of this (determined by the
 relative thickness of bone and soft tissue) was subtracted from
 the bone density measurement. The latest development of this
 method, described by Vose in the appendix to the Densitometry
 Workshop Transcript," is the same in principle.

 In the interval between these two descriptions, the densitom-
 eter technique initiated by Mack has been widely used, but
 there appears to have been no detailed publication to show that
 the subtraction method has solved the soft tissue problem-
 either the general damping effect or the effect of intersubject
 variation in thickness or composition. It may be noted, also,
 that at the Densitometry Workshop it was revealed that data
 which appeared to show a relationship between nutrition and
 calcaneus density had not been corrected for soft tissue. In
 1959 Schraer and his collaborators32 showed, by chemical analy-
 sis of rats' femora, that in X-ray densitometry during life the
 effect of soft tissue was apparently unimportant, but the report
 added the statement: "When large masses of soft tissue are
 traversed by the radiation, as in the roentgenography of the
 spine and femur in humans, the problem becomes formidable."

 Even if an auxiliary X-ray tube is used in order to insure that
 a second film is taken at right angles to the density film without
 movement of the limb, there remain other difficulties in the sub-
 traction method, including overlap of adjacent bone shadows,
 magnification problems, and irregularities of bone shape. More
 fundamentally, the method depends on the assumption that the
 densities of living bone and living soft tissue are simply addi-
 tive over the whole range of densities (and thicknesses) that
 would be met in any particular investigation.

 Correction for Soft Tissue by Water Immersion. Since water
 has approximately the same radiographic properties as soft tis-
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 sue, immersion of the part to be X-rayed in water of uniform
 depth for all subjects tends to obliterate the effects of intersub-
 ject differences in soft tissue,15 and it is claimed that no numeri-
 cal correction for soft tissue is required. The method has not
 been used in this laboratory, because the aim is to explore sim-
 ple techniques which could be used widely, and without incon-
 venience to the subjects, for example in studies of arthritic
 limbs.

 Direct Correction for Soft Tissue Density. In the subtraction
 method the correction for soft tissue is derived, initially, from a
 soft tissue density reading on the bone density film. Therefore,
 it would appear most appropriate to proceed, not by assump-
 tions (e.g., of additivity) and by linear measurements on an-
 other film, but by finding out directly the relationship between
 the soft tissue readings and bone readings on the density films
 themselves, and to base the correction on that relationship.
 This has always been the method employed in this laboratory
 -regression of bone density on soft tissue density. Up to now,
 the wedge-equivalent thickness (in aluminum or ivory) have
 been used; but in the Nutrition Study films, since no wedge
 equivalents were obtainable, the actual densitometer readings
 on soft tissue (or their logarithms) were used. These were in-
 corporated in the same multiple regression equation as wedge
 density readings, so that allowance for general film density and
 soft tissue could be made at the same time.

 The regression method introduces, of course, the same kinds
 of risks as when it is used in correcting for general film density,
 but the subtraction method entails analogous risks, in addition
 to its own technical difficulties. As in correction for general film
 density, the problems can be summed up in the two questions
 regarding (a) sensitivity in the intergroup comparisons of bone
 densities, and (b) risks of bias. Again, the second question will
 be answered in the discussion of randomization, and, in answer
 to the first question, estimates of precision in the Nutrition
 Study films will be shown later.
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 Correction of Bone Density for Bone Size. It is customary to
 express the chemical composition of an organ in terms of the
 weight of particular constituents per unit weight (or volume)
 of the whole organ, or in an equivalent percentage form. In
 the comparison of groups of subjects such expressions are as-
 sumed to compensate for intersubject differences in total weight
 (or volume) of the organ; but this implies an assumption of
 uniformity of percentage composition regardless of total size
 and that is a questionable assumption. Therefore, there is an
 increasing tendency among biologists to seek, in the material
 under study, for the actual relationship of constituents to total
 weight or size, and to make the correction accordingly, by using
 the regression of weight of the constituent on the total weight
 (or volume).

 In bone densitometry there is the further difficulty of ascer-
 taining total volume. Assumption of spherical or elliposidal
 shape, or of "average" shapes derived from cadaver bones, are
 anatomically unrealistic, and the more accurate determination
 of the actual shape and volume of individuals' bones by body-
 section radiography is an elaborate procedure suitable only for
 very limited and special studies.

 A bone densitometer reading represents the opacity of a cyl-
 inder of bone traversed by the X-rays, and the most direct
 method of correcting for the amount of bone traversed (the
 height of the cylinder) is to find the bone thickness in a film at
 right angles to the density film. Apparently this can be done
 with considerable precision by the method described by Vose,"
 which includes body-section radiography, but again the pro-
 cedure is elaborate. In only a few bones, such as the middle
 phalanx of the little finger, is it possible to obtain a shadow
 that is free from overlap of other bones in two films at right
 angles to each other. Therefore, in most bones, filmed by a sim-
 ple technique, the only available substitute for a thickness
 measurement is a linear measurement (width or length) ob-
 tainable on the density film itself. Correction of bone density
 for bone size can then be made by regression of density on this
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 linear dimension, but its effectiveness will depend on the (un-
 known) correlation between this dimension and the thickness.

 Even in a search for density changes in adult bones, where
 the sizes are commonly unchanged, the sizes should neverthe-
 less be studied because, although the actual size may be unal-
 tered, a change in the size of the shadow may indicate a change
 in the tilt of the bone, which is a source of bias in density stud-
 ies.

 Randomization. The foregoing discussion of all kinds of cor-
 rection methods, and of methods of standardizing techniques,
 has left open the question: How can we avoid bias due to the
 imperfections of these methods? For example, if a dietary sup-
 plement was tested in one group of children (A) against a con-
 trol group (B), more A's than B's might, in their post-treatment
 visits, be X-rayed at a time when the conditions of processing
 resulted in lighter films. If the correction method for general
 density were less successful with lighter than with darker films,
 a "significant" intergroup difference in the increase of bone den-
 sity might be wrongly attributed to the dietary supplement.
 The same thing might happen if the densitometer or observer
 differed in reading levels at different times in the period of
 study; and, from similar causes, either X-raying or densitome-
 try might mask a real treatment effect. Imperfections in soft
 tissue correction or in bone size correction can likewise mislead.

 The way to control the bias that may result from such fac-
 tors, as well as bias from intersubject differences and intercur-
 rent events during the trial, is: (a) strictly random assignment
 of the subjects to the treatments and (b) strict adherence to
 the schedule of pre- and post-treatment X-raying. The densi-
 tometer readings can be made in the same (random) order as
 the order of admission to the trial.

 The inference after such an experiment is simple and takes a
 form such as the following: "The intergroup difference in bone
 density change is due either to randomization or to randomiza-
 tion plus the dietary supplement; but such large differences
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 occur in less than 5 per cent (or less than 1 per cent) of ran-
 domization experiments (e.g., card shuffling); therefore we
 shall attribute it to the dietary supplement." This would not
 necessarily imply that the effect was on the bone itself. The
 supplement might have promoted the growth (or possibly in-
 creased the density) of soft tissue, and, through an undetect-
 able imperfection in the soft tissue correction method, this
 could have produced the bone shadow difference. We could not
 rule out this possibility by finding a "nonsignificant" intergroup
 difference in soft tissue density change. As in most research,
 the explanation of a result cannot be found by a single experi-
 ment or by a repetition of the same kind of experiment. In this
 instance, other types of evidence, perhaps from animal experi-
 ments, would be necessary.

 Experiments and Surveys. The reference to randomization
 recalls an important distinction, which is often overlooked when
 "significance" tests are applied. In the Nutrition Study, the
 assignment of the treatments or factors under test (dietary
 supplements) was under the control of the investigators-that
 is, the investigation was an experiment in the strict sense, and
 the treatments could be assigned by a strictly random method,
 either throughout the whole series or within racial groups, sex
 groups, or other groups if desired. But the study was intended
 also to examine differences in bone density associated with race
 and sex, and since these factors could not be assigned at ran-
 dom, a "significance" test could not lead to a simple inference:
 Either randomization or the factors under test. A "significant"
 difference might be due to undetected factors hidden by the
 race or sex labels-selection biases of various kinds, including
 "competition between selection rates," which will be discussed
 later (p. 90). To distinguish such observational studies from
 experiments in the strict sense, they are best called "surveys."
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 THE NUTRITION STUDY

 The films that provided the data for this report were pre-
 pared in a Nutrition Study conducted at Pennsylvania Hospi-
 tal, the purpose of which was to seek for the effects on infants
 of dietary supplements (a polyvitamin concentrate and a pro-
 tein concentrate) prescribed for women during pregnancy.
 More than 1400 infants, born in the period 1947-1952, were in
 the study, and of these more than 300, born in 1951 or 1952,
 were X-rayed. Reports on the total group of infants16' 17, 18. 19
 revealed no detectable effect of the treatment upon the size at
 birth or on postnatal growth. The films from the X-rayed chil-
 dren were investigated for skeletal maturation by study of the
 frequencies and sizes of ossification centers in the calcaneus,
 proximal end of tibia and distal end of femur,34 and again no
 treatment effect was found. Bone densitometry, although
 originally intended, had not been performed, and in 1957 the
 films were offered to this laboratory by Miss Dorothy G. Wiehl
 of the Milbank Fund.

 The first step was a pilot densitometric study of 26 films
 available in New York (each film from a different infant), in
 order (a) to ascertain whether the technique previously used
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 on adult bones could be applied to these films, and (b) to ob-
 tain an estimate of observational and intersubject variation in
 X-ray bone density estimates. Although the films were not a
 strictly random sample of the total, there appeared no reason
 to believe them exceptional in bone density, and the intersub-
 ject variation (including observational variation) was found
 to be sufficiently small to justify the hope that intergroup dif-
 ferences, if large enough to be of interest, could be demonstrated
 in the complete set of films.

 It was decided to study the complete set of films very
 thoroughly, not only because of the outlay of effort and expense
 in producing them, but because the current hesitation to ex-
 pose infants to radiation, except for diagnostic purposes, would
 probably make it difficult to obtain such a large and potentially
 informative series again.

 The following information has been obtained partly from the
 publications already indicated and partly from Miss Wiehl.

 The Primary Sample. All prenatal women who registered at
 the Philadelphia Lying-In Hospital were referred to the Nutri-
 tion Research Clinic if the estimated duration of gestation was
 not more than 16 weeks, if the woman was married, if she
 showed no indication of chronic disease or syphilis, and if she
 did not refuse to attend clinic in the afternoon. With these ex-

 ceptions, the women were believed to be an unselected series
 from the ward service of the hospital stratum of the population.

 The films studied were from infants believed to have been

 born at term, i.e., they weighed 5.5 pounds or more at birth,
 except for three of 39 weeks' gestation that weighed 5 to 5.5
 pounds. If evidence of fetal age from the distal femoral epiphy-
 seal center alone is considered, it may be noted that in the pre-
 vious survey of these films,34 that center was reported absent in
 the first postnatal week in 4 infants out of 314, but it was pres-
 ent in all of the infants used for densitometry; therefore it can
 be accepted that all, or very nearly all, had passed the seventh
 fetal (lunar) month.14
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 Treatment Groups. The women were assigned to one or other
 of the following groups on a random basis controlled for race
 (Negro or white), age and gravidity:

 A. Control group, no nutritional supplement.
 B. Vitamin supplemented group.
 C. Protein supplemented group.
 D. Vitamin and protein supplemented group.

 The supplements prescribed were: Polyvitamin concentrate
 (Upjohn's Zymacaps), 3 capsules per day; protein concentrate
 (Mead Johnson and Company's Protenum) to furnish 50 gm.
 protein and 1.5 gm. calcium daily. The same basic marginal
 diet of protein and calcium was prescribed for all subjects.
 However, dietary histories, taken twice during the second half
 of pregnancy, showed that even without the supplements the
 majority of the women were consuming more protein than was
 recommended in the basic diet. Very few could be considered
 materially deficient in calories, protein or calcium.

 With regard to protein the study was designed to evaluate
 benefits that might result from a high protein diet, as compared
 with an average good diet for this socio-economic group. On
 each visit to the clinic during pregnancy the women were given
 a new supply of the protein supplement unless they had suffi-
 cient to carry them to the next visit. On the basis of this in-
 formation the investigators could decide with fair confidence
 whether a woman was consuming on the average at least half
 of the prescribed amount of protein supplement. Only the in-
 fants of mothers in that category have been included in the
 treatment comparisons in the bone density analysis. (The ex-
 cluded cases are indicated in Table 1 by the symbols C(?) and
 D(?).)

 All groups of women received the same general prenatal care
 and management.

 X-ray Films. Films of the infants' right feet and right knees
 were taken by the technique prescribed by the Growth Study
 Center at Pennsylvania State College. On each film were two
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 separate exposures: foot (dorsiplantar view) and lower limb
 centered at the knee (frontal view). Alongside each of these
 images was the shadow of the same aluminum-alloy wedge,
 enclosed in a rectangular metal frame. The wedge, obtained for
 examination in this laboratory, was 15 cm. long, had a square
 1.5 cm. base, and tapered smoothly in width as well as in height
 from its base.

 Table 1 shows the distribution by age at first filming, race,
 sex and maternal treatment, of the 286 infants from whom one
 or more films were used in the present densitometric study. It

 TABLE 1. FILMS USED FOR DENSITY STUDY-DISTRIBUTION

 BY AGE, RACE, SEX AND PRENATAL DIETARY TREATMENT.

 TOTAL INFANTS FROM WHOM ONE OR MORE FILMS WERE ASSESSED: 308
 EXCLUDED BECAUSE NO FILM FROM THE FIRST WEEK WAS AVAILABLE: 22
 REMAINDER: 286

 ,ge (Days) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
 No. of Infants 2 3 32 114 74 55 3 2 1 286

 TREATMENT OF MOTHER

 RACE AND SEX A B C D C(?)* D(?)* Total

 White Males 34 26 17 22 1 3 103
 White Females 32 20 15 15 3 1 86

 Negro Males 13 14 9 7 2 5 50
 Negro Females 18 9 8 7 4 1 47
 Total 97 69 49 51 10 10 286

 * C(?) and D(?) indicate that the mothers had probably taken less than half of the prescribed
 amount of the protein supplement. These infants were excluded from the treatment comparisons.

 had been planned to X-ray each infant three times-immedi-
 ately after birth, at one month and at six months. The degree
 of departure from that scheme will be shown in Table 14 and
 discussed in the text.
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 PURPOSES OF THE
 DENSITOMETRIC STUDY

 The purposes of the present study can be summarized thus:

 1. A search for effects of the prenatal dietary supplements on
 X-ray density of bone (and soft tissue).

 2. A comparison of bone (and soft tissue) density by race
 and sex.

 3. A search for relationships between density changes and
 bone size changes, in the hope of obtaining a clue to relation-
 ships between density changes and changes in the amount of
 mineral matter.

 4. Further exploration of methods developed in this labora-
 tory for soft-tissue and general-density correction.

 5. A review of outstanding problems in bone densitometry
 in the light of this experience.

 DENSITOMETRIC TECHNIQUE

 Equzpment. The transmission densitometer was Photovolt
 Model 501A, light-box Model 52 with aperture for light-beam
 1/16 in. in diameter. To promote stability, before each reading
 session the instrument was allowed to warm up for more than
 half an hour, i.e., it was kept at the "Warm up" setting for 5
 minutes, and then at the "On" setting for 30 minutes before
 it was adjusted to the light-beam and tested on each density
 range.

 Preparation and Reading of Films. Each film was inserted
 in an envelope composed of two 0.01-inch transparent cellulose
 acetate sheets, and tracing paper was clamped to the envelope
 by paper clips. Then the film was placed on an X-ray viewing
 box, outlines of the bones were drawn by pencil on the tracing
 paper and the selected reading points, enumerated below, were
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 also marked. The reading points were then pricked through the
 tracing paper with a needle, without touching the cellulose
 envelope. When the film, with tracing paper, was placed on
 the light-box, the beam of light, traversing the aperture, was
 centered on the needle prick, the tracing paper was turned aside
 and, with the film held firmly in place, the search-head was
 lowered on to the surface of the envelope and the density read-
 ing was taken.

 The author's wife, Ruth M. Mainland, made all the densito-
 metric and bone size readings, and at this stage she was not
 aware of the differences in treatment indicated by the letters
 A, B, C and D.

 Reading Points. In the bones, the regions selected were those
 in which the cross-section is roughly circular or elliptical, in
 order to minimize the variation due to differences in positioning
 of the limbs in different children and in the same child X-rayed
 on different occasions. For this reason, the triangular-sectioned
 tibial shaft was excluded. The bones studied were: shaft of first

 (great toe) metatarsal, distal epiphysis of femur, and shaft of
 femur. In the pilot study the calcaneus had been read also; but
 in the main study it was found difficult in a considerable number
 of films to distinguish its shadow from that of the talus. (This
 confusion was probably the reason why, in a previous study of
 these films,34 the center for the calcaneus was reported absent
 from a number of heels.) With each bone, an area of adjacent
 soft tissue was read, and also a black area of the film, for back-
 ground density. In detail, the density reading points were as
 follows:

 First Metatarsal: Center of bone, determined by millimeter
 measurement, longitudinally and transversely. Soft tissue at
 mid-point between first and second metatarsal, located by eye.
 Black area on medial side of foot in the same transverse line as

 the readings on bone and soft tissue.

 Distal Epiphysis of Femur: Center of bone, located by eye.
 Soft tissue 3 mm. from the bone on the lateral side in the same
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 transverse line as the bone reading. Black area at medial side of
 knee 3 mm. from soft tissue (but somewhat variable, because
 the area was sometimes obscured).

 Shaft of Femur: Center of bone, found by measurement longi-
 tudinally and transversely, except when the proximal end was
 not visible, and then the reading was taken at the narrowest
 part of the middle region of the bone. Soft tissue 3 mm. from
 the bone on the lateral side, in the same transverse line as the
 bone reading. On many films no area near the middle of the
 femur was found free from shadows; therefore in all films the
 black-area reading near the epiphysis was used instead.

 Aluminum Wedge Shadow: The outline of the wedge shadow
 was marked on a piece of transparent cellulose and a small hole
 was made at the point where the wedge shadow density was to
 be read on all films-one wedge shadow on the foot film and
 one on the femur film. In the reading of each film the outline on
 the cellulose was made to coincide with the wedge, with the
 tracing paper between, and a fine pencil was inserted into the
 hole to mark the reading point on the tracing paper.

 Order of Reading. Before the reading of any film was started,
 the densitometer baseline (on Range No. 1) was recorded, and
 also the reading of a particular area on a standard bone-shadow
 film. By repeating this standard reading after all the readings
 on the particular film under examination, it was possible to
 detect instability of the instrument, but throughout the whole
 survey re-reading of a film was very seldom found necessary.

 The readings were always taken in exactly the same order in
 each film, first on the foot exposure and then on the knee ex-
 posure. The time spent on the reading of any one film (both
 exposures) was approximately five minutes.

 Previous experience had shown that reading variation was
 a minor component of interfilm variation, and duplicate read-
 ings in the pilot study of these films had confirmed this; there-
 fore only one round of readings was conducted.

 Size Measurements. With the films on a viewing box and
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 covered by the transparent cellulose, the following measure-
 ments were made by fine calipers applied to a steel scale which,
 with vernier, read to 0.01 cm.:

 First Metatarsal: length; width at mid-point.
 Calcaneus: length (antero-posterior axis); greatest measure-

 ment at right angles to length.
 Distal Epiphysis of Femur: height (vertical axis); width

 (transverse axis).
 Shaft of Femur: width at middle. Femur length was not

 measured because the proximal end was often obscured.

 Randomization. In order to control the bias that reading
 variation might create in the intergroup comparisons, the films
 from each child were treated as a unit, and these units were read
 in a sequence determined by random numbers. In order to
 minimize the effect of reading variation on intrasubject com-
 parisons, i.e., Visit (1) versus Visit (2) and Visit (2) versus
 Visit (3), all the films of the same child were read on the same
 occasion. To control any residual bias due to the order of read-
 ing on any one occasion, the sequence of V(1), V(2) and V(3)
 films was randomized for each child separately. A more com-
 plex, systematic design of reading orders--, 2, 3; 3, 2, 1, etc.,
 in equal numbers of infants-could fortunately be avoided,
 because the stability of the instrument was known to be high.

 The various points were read in the same order in all films
 for two reasons:

 1. The non-osseous readings were to be used as correction
 terms for bone readings, and, if there were any drift of the in-
 strument (or observer) during the reading of the same film,
 randomization of order of reading of bone and wedge for ex-
 ample, would tend to vary the relationship between the cor-
 rection factor and the reading on which it was to be used.

 2. No safe comparison could, in any case, be made between
 the densities of, say, the femur and metatarsal, because of the
 bias that might have been introduced by the sequence in which
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 they were filmed. Therefore, there was no need to avoid a bias
 (systematic error) due to constant order of reading.

 ANALYSIS OF DATA

 The design of an experiment-the particular stratification
 scheme, followed by random assignment of treatments within
 strata-dictates the form of analysis. Therefore, the appro-
 priate analysis of bone density differences, in the first postnatal
 week for example, ought to have taken the form: between
 races, between sexes, between maternal age groups, between
 gravidity classes, between treatments, interactions among these
 various factors or attributes, between infants who were treated
 alike and were alike in the foregoing attributes. The numbers
 of infants in the various subclasses would, however, have been
 so unequal (probably with zero in some subclasses) that this
 comprehensive analysis, even if it could have been carried
 through (with the aid of numerous assumptions about the ab-
 sence of interactions between factors) would have led to rather
 obscure inferences. In such a situation, the best substitute is
 to make the treatment comparisons within each subclass sep-
 arately. Then the verdict may be obvious, or some further
 analysis, such as combination of probabilities, may be desirable.

 Such piecemeal analysis was used in this study, but the
 stratifications by maternal age and gravidity were ignored, be-
 cause even the division into four race-sex groups, with four
 treatment groups in each, left very few infants in some of the
 subgroups.

 In view of the abundance of statistical arithmetic that

 appears in the subsequent pages, the following remarks seem
 desirable:

 1. The standard procedures (such as linear regression,
 product-moment correlation and the t test), familiarized by
 Fisher8 were used, and the random sampling probability (P)
 values were determined from the tables of Fisher and Yates.9
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 2. Where the term "significant" is used without mention of
 a P value, the conventional 5 per cent level of significance is
 implied.

 3. When many significance tests are applied to the same
 body of data, even if chance alone is operating we must ex-
 pect a certain proportion of the tests to give verdicts of "signif-
 icance"-on the average, about 5 per cent of the tests would
 produce P values less than 0.05. Our evaluation of verdicts
 must, therefore, depend on confirmation in other parts of the
 same data, or on a priori knowledge, or on an investigation
 of new material if that is possible.

 4. The number of decimal figures that are shown in means,
 coefficients of correlation and other estimates may suggest an
 unwarranted claim to precision. They are shown to assist
 readers who may wish to use the estimates in trying to answer
 questions that were not answered in the analysis that is pre-
 sented here.

 DENSITIES IN THE
 FIRST WEEK OF BIRTH

 General Mean Densities. Table 2 shows the observed general
 mean densities, without distinction by race, sex or treatment.
 Two sets of means are shown, because in the treatment com-
 parisons the doubtful cases, C(?) and D(?) in Table 1, were
 excluded. When it was discovered, as will be shown, that there
 was no suggestion of a treatment effect, the doubtful cases
 were reintroduced. The femur shaft sample is smaller than
 the metatarsal and femur epiphysis samples, because in about
 20 films a shadow, apparently of cloth, lay over the thigh.

 Preliminary Comparison of Treatments. In the first stage of
 the analysis each of the four race-sex-bone subgroups was ex-
 amined separately. Numerous scatter diagrams were made, in
 order to discover the general nature of the relationships be-
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 tween the three densities (wedge, soft tissue and bone) taken
 in pairs. On the basis of these diagrams, choice was made be-
 tween actual density units and their logarithms, for use in re-
 gression analysis, the preferred unit being one that appeared
 to give a more nearly straight-line relationship and a more
 nearly equal scatter of dots at different parts of the line
 (homogeneity of residual variation). For each of the twelve
 race-sex-bone groups, regression equations were then produced,
 to show the relationships of soft tissue density (log units) to
 wedge density (actual units) and the relationship of bone
 density (log units) to wedge and soft tissue density-intra-
 treatment-group regressions. From these equations were esti-
 mated the adjusted mean densities shown in Table 3. For ex-
 ample, in the metatarsal of white males, if the mean wedge den-
 sity and mean soft tissue density had been the same in all four
 treatment groups as in the white male group as a whole, the
 mean bone density would have been lowest (806 units) in
 Group A, and highest (840 units) in Group B.

 TABLE 2. GENERAL MEAN DENSITIES DURING FIRST WEEK
 AFTER BIRTH.

 TREAT. COMP. = INFANTS USED IN COMPARISON OF TREATMENTS.
 Loo = MEAN OF LOGARITHMS OF DENSITIES.
 GEOM. = GEOMETRIC MEAN.
 ARITH. = ARITHMETIC MEAN.
 ST = SOFT TISSUE.
 NUMBERS OF INFANTS ARE IN PARENTHESES.

 MEAN DENSITIES

 Wedge ST ST ST Bone Bone Bone
 BONE Arith. Log Geom. Arith. Log Geom. Arith.

 Metatarsal

 Total (281) 4104 2.6337 430 2.8927 780
 Treat. Comp. (262) 4154 2.6534 450 700 2.9130 818 1190

 Femur Epiphysis

 Total (280) 3558 3.0983 1254 3.3083 2034
 Treat. Comp. (260) 3623 3.1158 1305 1821 3.3216 2097 2562

 Femur Shaft

 Total (259) 3588 3.3950 2483 3.6145 4116
 Treat. Comp. (241) 3649 3.4075 2556 3007 3.6210 4179 4350
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 TABLE 3. GEOMETRIC MEAN DENSITIES IN TREATMENT GROUPS
 DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH, ADJUSTED FOR DIFFER-
 ENCES IN WEDGE AND SOFT TISSUE.

 B - BONE. ST = SOFT TISSUE. WM = WHITE MALE.
 WF - WHITE FEMALE. NM = NEGRO MALE. NF = NEGRO FEMALE.

 Adjusted means are derived from linear regressions (ST on W; B on W and ST) within the four treat-
 ment groups, for each race-sex group separately. Treatments (A, B, C, D) and numbers of infants are in
 parentheses.

 OBSERVED ADJUSTED MEANS OF TREATMENT GROUPS
 GENERAL Lowest Highest

 BONE GROUP TISSUE MEANS

 Meatarsal WM (97) ST 432 397 (B, 26) 505 (D, 17)
 B 822 806 (A, 33) 840 (B, 26)

 WF (82) ST 439 397 (C, 15) 478 (D, 15)
 B 800 762 (C, 15) 823 (D, 15)

 NM (42) ST 432 389 (D, 7) 448 (B, 13)
 B 755 743 (C, 9) 784 (D, 7)

 NF (41) ST 545 496 (B, 9) 599 (D, 7)
 B 920 907 (A, 17) 959 (C, 8)

 Femur Epiphysis WM (96) ST 1320 1265 (A, 34) 1371 (C, 16)
 B 2081 2013 (A, 34) 2160 (D, 21)

 WF (80) ST 1204 1181 (D, 14) 1229 (B, 20)
 B 2051 2002 (B, 20) 2081 (A, 32)

 NM (42) ST 1266 1105 (D, 6) 1326 (B, 14)
 B 2012 1939 (A, 13) 2072 (D, 6)

 NF (42) ST 1532 1515 (A, 18) 1586 (D, 7)
 B 2322 2074 (C, 8) 2460 (D, 7)

 Femur Shaft WM (89) ST 2446 2313 (A, 31) 2598 (B, 25)
 B 4122 4081 (A, 31) 4157 (C, 15)

 WF (73) ST 2515 2411 (C, 15) 2647 (B, 17)
 B 4095 3986 (B, 17) 4191 (C, 15)

 NM (41) ST 2593 2352 (D, 6) 2938 (B, 13)
 B 4298 4036 (B, 13) 4577 (D, 6)

 NF (38) ST 2873 2627 (C, 8) 3264 (D,6)
 B 4349 4142 (C, 8) 4518 (B, 8)
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 The figures throughout the table suggest, both for soft tissue
 and bone, that the A groups tended to contribute the lowest
 values and the D groups the highest values; but comparison of
 the rank orders of the treatment-group means in the twelve
 race-sex groups (four in each bone) did not reveal any con-
 sistent pattern, and this was confirmed by a more comprehen-
 sive analysis, described below.

 Because the race-sex groups were analyzed independently,
 Table 3 does not permit a vertical comparison of adjusted
 means, such as the lowest values for metatarsal density in WM,
 WF, NM, and NF; but the piecemeal analysis permitted com-
 parison of the regression coefficients among the race-sex groups,
 and this revealed no race or sex distinction. Therefore, a more
 comprehensive analysis appeared safe.

 Correlations of Densities. The data that had been used to
 produce the individual regressions in the preliminary analysis
 were now pooled to produce estimates of correlation and re-
 gression common to all the sixteen race-sex-treatment groups
 (Tables 4 and 5). The correlations between bone, wedge and
 soft tissue were of the same order (+0.75 and upward) as has
 been found in adult limbs, and such high values confirm the
 impression, created by the scatter diagrams, that within the
 observed range of values the relationships were to a very large
 extent linear. The partial correlation of bone and soft tissue
 density (B x ST.W) shows that, after differences in general
 film density had been allowed for, much of the remaining in-
 tersubject variation in bone density was associated with soft
 tissue density. Doubtless this represents largely the effect of
 thickness (and possibly actual tissue density) of the soft
 tissue covering the bones, but it may in part represent an effect
 of general film density that is not fully corrected by eliminat-
 ing the interfilm differences in wedge density.

 The partial correlation of bone and wedge density (B x-
 W.ST) reveals that, although correction for soft tissue removed
 most of the bone density variation that was associated with
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 TABLE 4. CORRELATIONS OF DENSITIES DURING THE FIRST
 WEEK AFTER BIRTH.

 The coefficients represent pooled correlations within the 16 race-sex-treatment groups.
 B = BONE (LOG UNITS). ST = SOFr TISSUE (LOG UNITS).
 W - WEDGE (ACTUAL UNITS). B X ST.W. = CORRELATION OF BONE AND
 SOFT TISSUE AFTER ELIMINATION OF DIFFERENCES IN WEDGE DENSITY.
 NUMBERS OF INFANTS ARE IN PARENTHESES.

 CORRELATION METATARSAL (262) FEMUR EPIPHYSIS (260) FEMUR SHAFT (241)

 BXW +0.891 +0.937 +0.743
 BXST +0.989 +0.974 +0.819
 W X ST +0.881 +0.950 +0.807
 B X ST.W +0.952 +0.764 +0.554
 B X W.ST +0.286 +0.171* +0.244

 *For B X W.ST in femur epiphysis, the random sampling probability (P) is between 0.01 and
 0.001; for all the other coefficients, P is much less than 0.001.

 TABLE 5. LINEAR REGRESSION RELATION-
 SHIPS OF DENSITIES DURING THE FIRST WEEK

 AFTER BIRTH.

 The coefficients represent pooled regressions within the 16
 race-sex-treatment groups.

 B = BONE (LOG UNITS). ST = SOFT TISSUE (LOG UNITS). W =
 WEDGE (ACTUAL UNITS).

 Cases marked "C(?)" and "D(?)" in Table 1 are omitted.

 Metatarsal (281 infants):

 ST = 0.0003680(W) + 1.1232
 B = 0.00003312(W) + 0.8486(ST) + 0.5218

 Femur Epiphysis (280 infants):

 ST = 0.0002801(W) + 2.1016
 B = 0.00002833(W) + 0.6592(ST) + 1.1650

 Femur Shaft (259 infants):

 ST = 0.0001800(W) + 2.7492
 B = 0.00002657(W) + 0.3159(ST) + 2.4467
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 interfilm differences in general density, some of this general
 density effect, measured by wedge density, is still demon-
 strable. A combined correction, by regression of bone density
 on wedge and soft tissue, was therefore desirable (Table 5).

 Estimates of Absolute Bone Density. An attempt was made
 to answer the question: What would be the average bone den-
 sities if no soft tissue were present? It was assumed that, in
 the absence of soft tissue, the reading alongside the bone would
 be that of the adjacent black area; mean at metatarsal = 1.8676
 log units (74 units); mean at femur shaft and epiphysis
 = 1.8618 log units (73 units). These values were inserted for
 ST in the equations of Table 5, while the general mean wedge
 densities were retained for W. The bone density estimates
 were then as follows:

 Metatarsal = 2.2425 log units (175 units)
 Femur Epiphysis - 2.4931 log units (311 units)
 Femur Shaft = 3.1299 log units (1349 units)

 Such figures are, of course, little more than speculative, be-
 cause we do not know quantitatively how the complete absence
 of soft tissue would affect the adjacent shadow-free area of the
 film, either in X-raying (absence of scattered rays) or in proc-
 essing. However, it may be pointed out that the estimate did
 not require extreme extrapolation (to zero on the soft tissue
 abscissa), and the lowest observed values in the bone-soft-
 tissue scatter diagrams gave no suggestion of departure from
 linearity. Indeed, in the metatarsal series, the mean black-area
 value (74 units) used in the calculation was actually within
 the region of observed soft tissue values.

 Density Relationship Estimated in Densitometer Scale Units.
 Although the scatter diagrams suggested that log units
 for soft tissue and bone density would provide more nearly
 linear regressions than the densitometer scale units themselves,
 it was of interest to examine the relationships with untrans-
 formed scale units, especially since these units were found pref-
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 erable to log units in analyzing the density changes after the
 first week. The following correlation coefficients and regression
 equations were obtained from white male infants:

 Metatarsal (97 infants): rBW = +0.8444; rBST = +0.9808
 B = 0.1160(W) + 1.3963(ST) - 211.22

 Femur Epiphysis (100 infants): rBW = +0.9322; rBST = +0.9701
 B = 0.2780(W) + 0.8047(ST) + 98.66

 Femur Shaft (89 infants): rBW = +0.8879; rBsT = +0.9157
 B = 0.2759(W) + 0.4604(ST) + 1970.86

 The high correlations again indicate that the relationships
 were not far from linear; and the defect of this method, as
 compared with the use of log units, probably lies chiefly in the
 inequality of bone density variation at different points along
 the regression lines.

 To form rough estimates of what the bone densities (arith-
 metic means in scale units) would be if no soft tissue were
 present, ST in the above equations was replaced by the cor-
 responding mean black area densities (94.85 units at the meta-
 tarsal and 104.01 units at the femur). Then the estimated mean
 bone densities were: Metatarsal = 400 units; Femur Epiphysis =
 1158 units; Femur Shaft = 3003 units. As would be expected,
 these are larger than the corresponding geometric means.

 Intersubject Variation in Density. Table 4 shows that much
 of the variation in soft tissue density within the 16 race-sex-
 treatment groups was associated with differences in general film
 density, represented by wedge density; and much of the intra-
 group bone density variation was associated with differences
 in wedge density and in soft tissue density. For example, the
 correlation coefficient for WxST in the metatarsals, +0.881,
 shows that 0.8812 = 77.6 per cent of the soft tissue variation
 (expressed as sums of squares of deviations from the group
 mean) was associated with differences in wedge density. The
 remaining 22.4 per cent of the variation represents deviations
 from regression of soft tissue density on wedge density, and this
 appears as the standard deviation, ?0.2095 log units in Table 6.
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 Similarly, the residual intersubject variation in metatarsal bone
 density appears as the standard deviation ?0.05773 log units.
 All such figures represent pooled estimates from the 16 groups,
 because there was no notable intergroup difference in inter-
 subject variation.

 The percentage equivalents, obtained from antilogs, are
 shown because they convey a clearer picture of magnitudes of
 variation than do the logarithmic forms; but in most calcula-
 tions involving the standard deviations we must return to the
 logarithmic forms. For example, the ?2SD range for femur
 shaft density is ?0.16564 log units, i.e., -31.7 per cent and
 +46.4 per cent, which are not the same as the values (-34.8
 and +42.0 per cent) that are obtained by doubling the percent-
 age SD in Table 6.

 The percentages can, however, be misleading, and it is de-
 sirable to apply them to the geometric mean densities in Table
 2, in order to obtain rough estimates of the standard deviations

 TABLE 6. RESIDUAL INTERSUBJECT VARIATION
 IN DENSITIES DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER

 BIRTH-DEVIATIONS FROM REGRESSIONS SHOWN

 IN TABLE 5.

 The variations are expressed as intersubject standard devia-
 tions (log units) within the 16 race-sex-treatment groups. Equiva-
 lent percentages are in the form 100(0 - E)/E, where O is the
 observed value and E is the value estimated from the regression
 equation.

 Metatarsal:

 Soft Tissue: ?0.2095 (-38.3% and +62.0%)
 Bone: ?0.05773 (-12.5% and +14.2%)

 Femur Epiphysis:

 Soft Tissue: ?0.1222 (-24.5% and +32.5%)
 Bone: ?0.07033 (-15.0% and +17.6%)

 Femur Shaft:

 Soft Tissue: ?0.1741 (-33.0% and +49.3%)
 Bone: ?0.08282 (-17.4% and +21.0%)
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 in absolute units. For example, in percentage form the soft
 tissue variation is much greater than the bone variation; but in
 actual units the difference is not so great. Thus, the femur
 shaft soft tissue variation, 33.0 per cent, applied to the mean,
 2556 units, gives 852 units, and the corresponding bone value,
 17.4 per cent, applied to its mean, 4179 units, gives 727 units.

 The chief use of the intersubject standard deviations of Table
 6 was comparison of bone densities in race, sex and treatment
 groups by the t test, and since this test is derived from Gaus-
 sian distributions it was desirable to see whether the residual

 intersubject variation differed greatly from the Gaussian form,
 particularly in the tail regions. The distributions (log units)
 were bell-shaped, and the following figures were obtained for
 percentage frequencies in relation to certain multiples of the
 intersubject standard deviation:

 Femur Epiphy- Metatarsal
 Gaussian sis
 Gaussian (260 infants) (280 infants) [Per Cent] [Per Cent (280 infants)

 [ PePer Cent]
 Below - 1.96 SD 2.5 2.5 2.9
 Below - 1.28 SD 10.0 7.5 8.2
 Above + 1.28 SD 10.0 10.0 8.2
 Above + 1.96 SD 2.5 2.8 1.8

 The distribution for femur shaft was similar to these, and
 therefore, since distributions of means of random samples are
 even more nearly Gaussian than their parent distributions of
 individual measurements, there need be no hesitation in accept-
 ing the verdict of t tests regarding statistical "significance."

 Comparison of Treatment Groups. For each bone in each
 infant, the corresponding wedge density and soft tissue density
 were inserted into the appropriate equation in Table 5 and the
 "expected" bone density was estimated. The difference between
 this value and the observed bone density, i.e., the deviation
 from regression, provided an index of the density status of that
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 particular bone with reference to the total group of children
 after correction for wedge and soft tissue density. Some of the
 deviations were positive, others negative, and the (algebraic)
 mean of the deviations in any particular race-sex-treatment
 subgroup represented the status of that subgroup with refer-
 ence to the mean density of the whole group of infants. These
 mean deviations were found for each of the 16 race-sex-treat-

 ment groups, and within each race-sex group the mean devia-
 tions of the four treatment groups were ranked (1, 2, 3, 4)
 from the largest negative to the largest positive mean devia-
 tion. Table 7 shows the mean deviations converted from loga-
 rithmic differences to percentage differences, along with the
 rank orders.

 Because of the unequal numbers of infants in the subgroups,
 step-by-step analysis was used instead of an all-inclusive analy-
 sis of variance. Within each race-sex group the mean devia-
 tions of the treatment groups were compared with each other.
 When the verdict was not clear to the eye, the t test was used,
 and where it appeared possible that the t-test results from all
 the race-sex groups in any one bone, although not individually
 "significant," might in combination show evidence of a treat-
 ment effect, the probability (P) values from the individual
 tests were combined by conversion to chi-square and summa-
 tion (Fisher,8 Sect. 21.1). In none of the comparisons of die-
 tary supplement groups, either singly or in combination, was
 there found a bone density difference that could not easily be
 attributed to the random assignment of the supplements, and
 the same was true in the contrasts of supplement groups with
 control groups. That is, in all the comparisons P was greater
 than 0.05.

 The soft tissue density differences were not analyzed in the
 same detailed manner, but no suggestion of treatment effects
 was detected.

 The foregoing analyses confirmed the verdict previously ob-
 tained from comparison of treatments within each race-sex
 group separately (Table 3); but the advantages of using re-
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 gression relationships derived from all infants were:

 1. A more accurate estimate of intersubject variation.
 2. An opportunity to compare race groups and sex groups

 after pooling the treatment groups. These contrasts are pre-
 sented in Table 8.

 TABLE 7. INTERGROUP DIFFERENCES IN BONE DENSITIES
 DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH-MEAN DEVIATIONS FROM

 REGRESSION ON WEDGE AND SOFT TISSUE DENSITY (TABLE 5).

 Conversion of mean logarithmic deviations produced percentage deviations in the form 100(0 - E)/E,
 where O is the observed value and E is the value estimated from the regression equation.

 Rank orders within each race-sex group run from the largest negative to the largest positive value.

 WM = WHITE MALE. WF = WHITE FEMALE. NM = NEGRO MALE. NF = NEGRO FEMALE

 A, B, C, D = TREATMENT GROUPS. N = NUMBER OF INFANTS.

 GROUP

 WMA
 B

 C
 D

 Total

 WF A
 B

 C

 D

 Total

 NM A

 B

 C
 D

 Total

 METATARSAL

 Mean Dev.

 N (%) Rank

 33 +2.1 1
 26 +6.7 4
 17 +5.0 3
 21 +4.0 2

 97

 32 +1.0 3
 20 +0.9 2
 15 -4.9 1

 15 +3.3 4
 82

 13 -5.7
 13 -4.0
 9 -5.9
 7 -1.1

 42

 NF A 17 -8.7
 B 9 -5.7
 C 8 -1.7
 D 7 -6.4

 Total 41

 Grand Total 262
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 2

 3

 1

 4

 1

 3

 4

 2

 FEMUR EPIPHYSIS

 Mean Dev.

 N (%) Rank

 34 -4.7 1
 25 -0.1 2
 16 +0.1 3
 21 +3.0 4

 96

 32 +5.0 4
 20 +0.9 1
 14 +4.5 3
 14 +2.7 2

 80

 13 -4.8
 14 +0.4
 9 -1.0
 6 -0.3

 42

 18 -1.9
 9 +2.9
 8 -2.6

 7 +2.8

 42

 260

 1

 4

 2

 3

 2

 4

 1

 3

 FEMUR SHAFT

 Mean Dev.

 N (%) Rank

 31 -1.0 2
 25 +1.7 4
 15 +0.9 3
 19 -3.3 1

 90

 29 -1.1 2
 17 -3.4 1
 15 +0.6 4
 12 -1.1 3

 73

 13 +6.7
 13 -3.4
 9 +2.5
 6 +9.2

 41

 16 -1.0
 8 +1.5
 8 -5.5
 6 -2.2

 38

 241

 3
 1
 2

 4

 3
 4

 1

 2
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 TABLE 8. RACE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN MEAN DENSITIES
 DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH, ADJUSTED BY EQUA-
 TIONS IN TABLE 5.

 Percentage Difference = 100 (larger mean minus smaller mean)/(smaller mean).

 W = WHITE. N - NEGRO. M - MALE. F = FEMALE.
 P = RANDOM SAMPLING PROBABILITY. NS = NOT SIGNIFICANT AT THE 10 PER CENT LEVEL.

 NUMBERS OF INFANTS CORRESPOND TO THOSE IN TABLE 7.

 SOFT TISSUE DENSITY

 Sign Per Cent P

 +?

 +-

 +

 2.1
 2.7

 3.2
 8.2

 3.6
 2.5

 11.6

 5.2

 5.5
 1.8

 0.6
 6.7

 BONE DENSITY

 Sign Per Cent P

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 0.01
 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 +-

 +-

 +t

 +-

 9.6
 6.3

 3.7
 0.5

 2.2
 4.9

 4.0
 1.4

 2.2

 0.1

 0.6
 3.0

 Comparison of Race and Sex Groups. The only soft tissue
 density difference in Table 8 that exceeds the 5 per cent level of
 significance appears under the femur epiphysis-the male-fe-
 male difference in white infants (P = 0.01 approximately) and
 even this may well be fortuitous, because out of six M-F con-
 trasts of soft tissue density three are positive and three are
 negative.

 Among the bone density differences, only two have P values
 less than 0.05, but both are white-Negro differences, both have
 the same sign, both are in the metatarsal and in both the P
 values are rather low. Even without estimating how often

 47

 BONE AND
 COMPARISON

 Metatarsal

 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 Femur Epiphysis
 W-N M

 F

 M-F W
 N

 Femur Shaft

 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 <0.001
 0.01

 0.1
 ns

 ns

 0.1

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns

 ns
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 such a concatenation would occur by chance alone, we can as-
 sume that it is much more rare than the single occurrence in
 the soft tissue densities. Moreover, Table 7 shows that in the
 metatarsal 7 of the 8 treatment groups in white infants had
 positive signs, while all 8 in the Negroes had negative signs.
 Therefore it will be appropriate to ask, later, whether this ap-
 parently greater bone density in white infants than in Negro
 infants of the same sex could be explained by a difference in
 bone size.

 Confidence Limits of Treatment Differences. Although there
 was no evidence that the prenatal treatments had any effect
 on bone density, the question can still be asked: If, by in-
 creasing the numbers of infants in the investigation, a differ-
 ence (say, between treated and control groups) were dis-
 covered, how large might it be? On the assumption of ap-
 proximately Gaussian distributions, the 95 per cent confidence
 limits of the difference were estimated from the formula: Ob-

 served difference between sample means ? twice the standard
 deviation of the difference. The mean bone densities, adjusted
 for wedge and soft tissue densities, were used, and the results
 were expressed as percentages in the form:

 100x (mean treated minus mean control)/mean control.
 For the metatarsal in white infants, male and female (65

 controls and 114 treated) the confidence limits were: -2.8 per
 cent and +5.6 per cent. That is, if the control and treated
 samples, studied here, were random samples of their respective
 populations, and if very large numbers were examined, we
 would be unlikely to find the mean differences outside the
 specified range. For the femur shaft, the corresponding limits
 were: -4.8 per cent and +5.1 per cent.

 Comparison of Tissue Density and Body Measurements.
 The survey18 of approximately 1,400 infants, of whom the
 present (X-rayed) series was a subgroup, included measure-
 ments at birth of body weight, crown-sole length, crown-rump
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 length, rump-sole length, head circumference, chest circumfer-
 ence, hip breadth and calf circumference. With minor excep-
 tions it was found that in group-mean values (a) males ex-
 ceeded females of the same race, and (b) white infants exceeded
 Negro infants of the same sex. Although most of the differences
 in Table 8 are "nonsignificant" and some are negative, they
 are not incompatible with these race and sex differences in body
 measurements.

 For the study of intragroup relationships, in the first post-
 natal week, between body measurements and bone density (ad-
 justed for wedge and soft tissue densities) the following cor-
 relation coefficients were obtained from the femur shafts of

 white male infants (numbers of infants are in parentheses):

 Bone Density x Weight (91): +0.0831 (P = 0.4-0.5)
 Bone Density x Crown-Sole Length (77): -0.1493 (P = 0.2
 approx.)
 Bone Width x Weight (80): +0.4304 (P less than 0.001)
 Bone Width x Crown-Sole Length (69): +0.4263 (P less than
 0.001)

 The last two coefficients show the degree of relationship that
 one expects to find between total body measurements and linear
 components of the body. By contrast, the first two coef-
 ficients, showing no evidence of a relationship between bone
 density and body size, lead one to suspect either (a) that there
 was no close relationship between mineral content and bone
 size, or (b) that the relationship was masked by soft tissue or
 by uncorrected variation in film density.

 Bone Sizes. Before bone sizes were studied in relationship
 to bone density, they were examined directly. No suggestion
 of a relationship to the dietary treatments was found; there-
 fore, the treatment groups were pooled for race and sex com-
 parisons (Table 9). The tibia was included as an indication
 of leg length, and the calcaneus was measured because it was
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 TABLE 9. BONE SIZES (CM.) DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER
 BIRTH, AS MEASURED ON X-RAY FILMS.

 The sizes were not corrected for magnification. Intersubject standard deviations are pooled estimates
 from within the four race-sex groups.

 Percentage difference = 100(larger mean minus smaller mean)/(smaller mean).

 W = WHITE. N = NEGRO. M = MALE. F = FEMALE.
 P = RANDOM SAMPLING PROBABILITY. NS = NOT SIGNIFICANT AT THE 10 PER CENT LEVEL.
 CV = COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION. CALC. = CALCANEUS.

 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUP MEANS

 BONE AND No. GENERAL STAND. CV Per

 OF INFANTS MEAN DEV'N. PER CENT Group Sign Cent P

 Metatarsal Width

 (WM, 101; WF, 85
 NM, 49; NF, 46
 Total, 281)

 Metatarsal Length
 (Nos. as for
 width)

 Femur Epiphysis, Transv.
 (WM, 99; WF, 85
 NM, 49; NF, 47
 Total, 280)

 Femur Epiphysis Vert.
 (Nos. as for
 transv.)

 Femur Shaft Width
 (WM, 98; WF, 80
 NM, 48; NF, 46
 Total, 272)

 Calcaneus Ant.-post.
 (WM, 83; WF, 59
 NM, 39; NF, 39
 Total, 220)

 Calcaneous Transv.

 (WM, 83; WF, 59
 NM, 40; NF, 38
 Total, 220)

 Tibia Length
 (WM, 85; WF, 77
 NM, 42; NF, 43
 Total, 247)

 0.4907 0.0411

 1.4448 0.0989

 0.7339 0.1854

 0.5389 0.1333

 0.6940 0.0591

 1.3189 0.1636

 0.8860 0.0919

 6.1579 0.4952

 8.4 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 6.8 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 25.3 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 24.7 W-N M
 F

 M-F W
 N

 8.5 W-NM
 F

 M-F W
 N

 12.4 W-NM
 F

 M-F W
 N

 10.4 W-NM
 F

 M-F W
 N

 8.0 W-NM
 F

 M-F W
 N

 50

 +?

 +-

 +-

 +

 +-

 +-

 +?

 +-

 +-

 +?

 +-

 +-

 +-

 +-

 +?

 +t

 2.3 <0.1
 1.2 ns

 5.1 <0.001
 6.2 <0.001

 3.4 <0.01
 0.7 ns
 0.7 ns

 3.3 <0.02

 3.6 ns
 8.1 ns
 4.8 ns
 0.5 ns

 4.0 ns

 5.6 ns
 6.3 <0.1
 4.8 ns

 1.7 ns
 8.0 v. small
 1.4 ns.
 7.7 v. small

 5.9 <0.02
 1.6 ns
 1.4 ns
 3.6 ns

 4.8 ns
 5.7 ns
 0.5 ns
 1.4 ns

 2.2 ns

 4.4 <0.01
 0.4 ns
 1.8 ns
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 at first hoped that density readings could be obtained on it, but
 even its linear measurements could often not be determined

 with confidence. Therefore the discrepancies between the re-
 sults obtained from the two axes of those calcanei that could

 be measured (Table 9) probably reflect merely the lack of
 precision of the measurements.

 Among the other bones, the femur and tibia agreed with the
 body measurements, mentioned above, in showing a greater
 mean size in whites than in Negroes, but in the metatarsal the
 reverse was true, and this is curious because, as already noted,
 the metatarsal density was greater in whites than in Negroes.
 Sex differences also, were not clear cut, except in the metatarsal
 width, which was greater in males than in females of both races.

 In a previous study of these films34 measurements of the
 calcaneus, proximal tibial epiphysis and distal femur epiphysis
 were made, and it was possible to compare the transverse femur
 epiphysis measurements in Table 9 with those of the previous
 survey:

 Previous Survey Present Survey
 (314 infants) (280 infants)

 General mean 6.2 mm. 7.3 mm.

 W-N M +3.4 per cent +3.6 per cent
 F +6.5 " +8.1

 M-F W -10.0 " -4.8 "
 N -6.9 " -0.5

 In the present survey the samples were smaller than in the
 previous survey because some of the films previously measured
 were no longer available. The difference between the general
 means (1.1 mm.) appears too large to be attributed entirely to
 interobserver differences, and presumably it was due partly to
 the disproportion in subgroup numbers-for example, the pre-
 vious survey contained 18 more white males than the present
 survey, but only 2 more Negro females. In spite of the dis-
 crepancies, the direction of the race and sex differences was the
 same in both surveys.
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 The standard deviations and coefficients of variation in Table

 9, although representing chiefly intersubject variation, were
 doubtless somewhat inflated by race and sex differences and by
 the fetal age differences which are present even in a group of
 "mature" infants. However, the figures suffice to show the
 striking contrast between the variation in the femur epiphysis,
 a center which had recently appeared, and the long-established
 primary centers in metatarsal and femoral shafts.

 Correction of Bone Sizes for Magnification. The measure-
 ments in Table 9 do not allow for differences in magnification of
 the bones due to differences in limb thickness. There are consid-

 erable technical difficulties in correcting for magnification by
 taking a film at right angles to the density film without mov-
 ing the limb from its original position; but an indirect mea-
 sure was available in this study-the differences in soft tissue
 density readings, which are undoubtedly due largely to dif-
 ferences in thickness of the tissue. Comparison of Tables 8 and
 9 shows that some of the bone size differences might have been
 partly caused by differences in thickness; for example, the
 male-female difference in the Negro infants' femur shaft was
 positive both for bone size and soft tissue density. On the
 other hand, in some instances a negative size difference was
 accompanied by a positive soft tissue difference and vice versa.
 In particular, the sex difference in metatarsal width could not
 be accounted for by the soft tissue difference, which was in
 the opposite direction.

 Special attention was paid to the size relationships of the
 femur shaft because its cross-section would be more nearly
 circular than the cross-sections of metatarsal or femur epiphy-
 sis, and therefore its width, if adjusted for magnification, would
 approximate its antero-posterior axis, through which the X-
 rays passed in producing the shadow, although the exact re-
 lationship of the two axes would depend largely on the angle
 between the femur and the film. Table 10 shows how an ad-

 justment for differences in magnification can be made by using
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 soft tissue density. It was, of course, necessary to use wedge
 density as a correction for soft tissue density, and when that
 was done, two relationships were demonstrated:

 1. A positive correlation between femur width and soft tissue
 density, after elimination of wedge density differences.

 2. A negative correlation between femur width and wedge
 density after elimination of soft tissue density differences.

 The first correlation is what would be expected, as a mani-
 festation of the influence of soft tissue lying between the femur
 and the film; but the second (negative) correlation is puzzling.
 In so far as differences in general film density are produced by
 X-ray exposure factors (kilovoltage, milliamperage and tim-
 ing) one would expect that the lower wedge readings, indi-
 cating darker films, would be associated, if anything, with re-
 duced size of bone shadows-a "burning out" effect on the
 periphery of the bones. Whatever the explanation of the re-
 lationship between bone size and wedge density may be, it was
 necessary to make allowance for it in correcting bone size for
 soft tissue, and this is done by the equation at the foot of
 Table 10.

 TABLE 10. RELATIONSHIP OF FEMUR SHAFT WIDTH AND SOFT
 TISSUE DENSITY DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH (89
 MALE WHITE INFANTS).

 S = BONE SIZE (WIDTH IN CM.).
 W = WEDGE DENSITY (UNrrS).
 ST = SOFT TISSUE DENSITY (LOG UNITS).
 P = RANDOM SAMPLING PROBABILITY.

 RELATIONSHIP CORRELATION COEFFICIENT P

 S X ST +0.1325 greater than 0.1
 W X ST +0.8601 very small
 SXW -0.0653 very large
 S X ST. W +0.3707 less than 0.001
 S X W. ST -0.3546 less than 0.001

 S - -0.00003182(W) + 0.1472(ST) + 0.3223
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 Relationship of Bone Density to Bone Size. If thicknesses of
 the bones were known, their densities, after correction for
 wedge and soft tissue density, could be expressed as so many
 units of density per unit thickness, or as density units per unit
 volume of the bone cylinder that corresponds to the aperture
 for the light-beam. It would, however, be preferable to ascer-
 tain the actual relationship between bone thickness and den-
 sity; and where, as in this study, bone thickness is not known,
 we must use another available dimension in seeking for the
 size-density relationship. In the metatarsal and femur shaft
 the width was appropriate; in the femur epiphysis the vertical
 axis was used because it was somewhat less variable than the
 transverse axis (Table 9).

 In all three bones (Table 11) the size-density correlation
 was positive, but only in the femur epiphysis was it even mod-
 erately high. In general, however, a positive correlation would
 be expected; therefore, even in the metartarsal, where the cor-
 relation was very low, it appeared desirable to examine the
 effect of the apparent relationship; and Table 12 shows the
 effect of using the regression coefficients of Table 11. Two
 points are noteworthy:

 TABLE 11. RELATIONSHIPS OF BONE DENSITY AND BONE
 SIZE DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH.

 B - BONE DENSITY (LOG UNITS) ADJUSTED FOR WEDGE AND SOFT TISSUE DENSITY.
 S = BONE SIZE (CM.), I.E., WIDTH IN METATARSAL AND FEMUR SHAFT, VERTICAL AXIS IN FEMUR EPIPHYSIS.
 EXCEPT IN THE SECOND SET OF FEMUR SHAFT COEFFICIENTS, THE OBSERVED BONE SIZES WERE USED.
 P = RANDOM SAMPLING PROBABILITY.

 CORRELATION REGRESSION
 NO. OF COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT

 BONE GROUP INFANTS (B X S) P (B/S)

 Metatarsal White males 97 +0.049 v. large +0.06627
 Femur Epiphysis All groups 280 +0.626 v. small +0.3200
 Femur Shaft White males 89 +0.314 <0.01 +0.2316
 Femur Shaft* White males 89 +0.194 0.1-0.05 +0.1549

 * Femur shaft width adjusted for differences in soft tissue density.
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 TABLE 12. ESTIMATED DIFFERENCES IN MEAN BONE DENSITY
 RELATED TO BONE SIZE DIFFERENCES IN TWO SAMPLES OF n

 INFANTS DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH.

 Sizes are widths in metatarsal and femur shafts, vertical axis in femur epiphysis. Femur shaft width dif-
 ferences were adjusted for differences in soft tissue density. In estimation of percentage density difference,
 the denominator was the sample with smaller mean bone size.

 DIFF. IN SIZE
 GENERAL (Per Cent
 MEAN of General

 BONE SIZE (CM.) Mean Size)

 0.4907

 DIFFERENCE IN DENSITY (PER CENT)
 Range (?2SD of Diff.)

 Lower Upper
 Mean n

 0 0.0 25
 50

 100

 +10 +0.8 25
 50

 100

 +20 +1.6  25

 50
 100

 0 0.0 25
 50

 100

 +10 +4.1 25
 50

 100

 +20 +8.2 25
 50

 100

 0 0.0 25
 50

 100

 +10 +2.6 25
 50

 100

 +20 +5.2 25
 50

 100

 - 7.2 + 7.8
 - 5.2 + 5.5
 - 3.7 + 3.8

 - 6.5 + 8.6
 - 4.5 + 6.3
 - 3.0 + 4.6

 - 5.8 + 9.5
 -3.7 + 7.1
 - 2.2 + 5.4

 - 6.9 + 7.4
 - 4.9 + 5.2
 - 3.5 + 3.7

 - 3.1 +11.8
 - 1.1 + 9.4

 + 0.4 + 7.8

 + 0.8 +16.3
 + 2.9 +13.9
 + 4.5 +12.2

 -10.2 +11.4
 - 7.3 + 7.9
 - 5.3 + 5.5

 - 7.9 +14.2
 - 5.0 +10.7
 - 2.6 + 8.2

 - 5.6 +17.2
 - 2.6 +13.5
 - 0.3 +11.0
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 1. Percentage differences in density are much smaller than
 the corresponding percentage differences in size.

 2. If the distribution of differences in sample-pairs can be
 accepted as approximately Gaussian, with a 2SD range includ-
 ing about 95 per cent of the differences, even with n = 100 and
 20 per cent differences in bone size, a number of negative
 values would be met within the 2SD range in metatarsal and
 femur shaft, indicating that the sample with the larger mean
 size had the smaller mean density.

 Required Sample Sizes. After bone density differences have
 been adjusted for differences in (a) wedge density, (b) soft
 tissue density, and (c) bone size, intersubject variation still
 remains in each of the groups whose mean bone densities are
 to be compared, and the question arises: How large must the
 difference in adjusted group mean bone densities be before it
 can be safely attributed to something more than a random
 assignment of subjects to the respective groups? Table 13 gives
 answers to that question, based on three assumptions:

 1. It is assumed that the frequency distributions of intersub-
 ject differences in bone density are sufficiently like the Gaussian
 distribution to justify comparison of means by the t test. Evi-
 dence in support of this assumption has already been given, and
 it is in agreement with observations in other bone density
 studies conducted in this laboratory.

 2. It is assumed that the intersubject variation found in com-
 paring other samples would be the same as was found in this
 series. For safety in planning another study on the same kind
 of material, it would be desirable to assume that the intersub-
 ject standard deviations in Table 13 were underestimates found
 in random samples of the material to be studied, and then to
 estimate how large the new standard deviation might be. A
 simple method, using Fisher and Yates'9 table of variance ratios,
 i.e., Snedecor's F,33 can be employed.

 3. It is assumed that the 5 per cent level of significance would
 be acceptable; but it would be easy to make sample size esti-
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 mates for other levels of significance.

 For sample sizes from 50 upward, the differences required
 for significance at the 5 per cent level are not excessive in work
 with biological material; but the last column of Table 13 il-
 lustrates a point that is often overlooked. For instance, with
 two samples of 50 infants, it is estimated that a difference in
 mean metatarsal density of 5.5 per cent or greater would be
 significant at the 5 per cent level; but let us suppose that 5.5
 per cent is the "true" (population) difference in mean meta-
 tarsal density between two race, sex or treatment groups, and

 TABLE 13. ESTIMATES OF INTERGROUP DIFFERENCES IN MEAN
 BONE DENSITY REQUIRED FOR SIGNIFICANCE (P LESS THAN 0.05)
 DURING THE FIRST WEEK AFTER BIRTH.

 Bone densities were adjusted by regression on wedge density, soft tissue density and bone size.

 Percentage difference between means = 100(larger minus smaller)/(smaller).

 The estimates represent twice the standard deviation of the difference, derived from the residual SD's
 (reproduced from Table 6). The population estimates represent values necessary to ensure 95 per cent
 probability of meeting the required sample differences.

 INTERSUBJECT
 SD (LOG UNITS)

 0.05773

 0.07033

 (0.05487)

 0.08282

 No. IN EACH
 SAMPLE

 25

 50

 100

 REQUIRED
 SAMPLE
 DiFF.

 (PER CENT)

 7.8
 5.5
 3.8

 25 9.6

 (7.4)
 50 6.7

 (5.2)
 100 4.7

 (3.7)

 25 11.4
 50 7.9
 100 5.5

 REQUIRED
 POPULATION

 DIFF.

 (PER CENT)

 14.6
 10.2

 7.1

 18.2

 (13.9)
 12.5

 (9.7)
 8.7

 (6.7)

 21.7
 14.9
 10.3

 *The parenthesized figures for femur epiphysis represent residual variation after regression of
 bone density on size as well as on wedge and soft tissue density. In the other two bones the adjust-
 ment for size-density relationship had a negligible effect on residual variation.
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 that we could take a series of random samples of 50 infants,
 one sample from each group. In about half the pairs the dif-
 erence would be less than 5.5 per cent. Therefore, we must
 ask: How great must the population difference be in order to
 insure that in the vast majority of pairs the difference would be
 at least 5.5 per cent? The answer in the last column of Table
 13, i.e., 10.2 per cent, was obtained by translating "vast ma-
 jority" into 95 per cent, and utilizing the fact that in a Gaus-
 sian distribution 95 per cent of the items lie above the value,
 mean minus 1.6449SD. (In this instance the items would be
 differences between samples of 50 infants.)

 Relationship between Metatarsal and Femur Densities. Al-
 though the shadows of metatarsal and femur shaft were ob-
 tained by two separate exposures, they were on the same film.
 Therefore, it could not be assumed that a significant correlation
 between the densities of the two bones represented anything
 more than shared experiences-the similar behavior of the gen-
 erator during successive exposures, and also the film processing.
 On the other hand, the absence of a correlation might be infor-
 mative; therefore, the following coefficients were calculated for
 metatarsal and femur shaft densities in log units from V(1)
 films of 90 male white infants:

 Before correction for wedge and soft tissue: +0.7629; after
 correction: -0.0421.

 The corrections removed all evidence of correlation, includ-
 ing the actual positive relationship that one would expect to
 exist, just as there existed a correlation of + 0.4847 between the
 widths of metatarsal and femur shaft in the same group of
 white males.
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 CHANGES AFTER THE
 FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK

 Drop-outs and Irregular Attendances. Although it had been
 planned to re-examine the infants at one month and at six
 months after birth, the ages at Visit (2) and at Visit (3) varied
 greatly, and so did the intervals between the visits (Table 14).
 In the early part of the study, although the infants were
 brought to the clinic, films were not taken because the X-ray
 schedule was not fully operating. Moreover, many infants
 were not brought back at all. Of the 286 infants who provided
 films from the first postnatal week (Table 1), 61 provided only
 that film, while 146 provided also two subsequent films.

 TABLE 14. FILMS USED FOR STUDY OF CHANGES IN DENSITY
 AFTER THE FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK-AGES, INTERVALS BETWEEN
 VISITS, RACE AND SEX DISTRIBUTIONS.

 AGES AND INTERVALS ARE IN DAYS

 VISIT (1) - VISIT (2) VISIT (2) - VISIT (3)
 FREQUENCY Age at Age at Age at Age at
 DISTRIBUTION V(1) V(2) Interval V(2) V(3) Interval

 Minimum 0 21 18 21 155 77
 zotf Percentile 2 28 25 29 173 124
 Median 3 32 28 33 184 149
 Mean 3.5 32.7 29.3 38.8 184.6 145.9
 goth Percentile 5 40 36 65 199 161
 Maximum 8 50 42 104 218 182

 Exclusions: At V(1), infants more than 8 days old.
 V(1) - V(2) intervals greater than 42 days (6 weeks).
 V(2) - V(3) intervals greater than 182 days (26 weeks).

 RACE & SEX V(1) - V(2) V(2) - V(3)

 White males 52 45
 White females 39 35
 Negro males 29 35
 Negro females 31 28

 Total 151 143
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 Race and sex comparisons were as follows:

 One Film Only Three Films Total
 White Males 23 (32 per cent) 48 (68 per cent) 71
 White Females 28 (45 " ) 34 (55 " ) 62
 Negro Males 6(15 " ) 35 (85 " ) 41
 Negro Females 4 (12 " ) 29 (88 " ) 33
 Total 61 146 207

 The sex differences were not significant, but the Negro
 groups contained a much greater proportion of 3-film infants
 than did the corresponding white groups. This was familiar
 to the investigators in the Nutrition Study and occurred be-
 cause many white mothers started taking their infants to
 private physicians shortly after birth.
 In a search for bias due to drop-outs and irregular attend-
 ances, two comparisons were made on the Visit(1) films of the
 1-film and 3-film groups in each of the four race-sex groups:

 1. Mean metatarsal density after adjustment for wedge and
 soft tissue density. In two of the groups the 1-film versus 3-
 film difference was positive, in the other two groups it was
 negative.

 2. Mean length of tibia. Three of the differences were posi-
 tive, and one was negative, but the differences were far from
 significant at the 5 per cent level.

 Lack of obvious bias is, however, by no means proof that bias
 did not exist; and even if there were no bias-causing differences
 at Visit(1) this would not tell anything about the factors asso-
 ciated with nutrition or disease that affected attendance at

 subsequent visits. Therefore, the main purpose of this part of
 the study was not to seek for relationships between intervisit
 density change and prenatal treatment, or the relationships
 between density and absolute age, but to determine:

 1. The effect of wedge and soft tissue corrections on changes
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 of density in the same bone.
 2. The relationship of bone size change to density change.

 Consequently, variation in ages at the same visit and varia-
 tion in the intervisit intervals were not serious impediments.
 No attempt was made to estimate, for each infant, a daily rate
 of density change or the amount of change that would be ex-
 pected if, say, all infants had been filmed immediately after
 birth and on the 28th day. Such estimates would assume, for
 each infant, a linear change in density with time, whereas it
 seemed preferable to ascertain empirically the general relation-
 ship between density change and the length of the interval.

 Intervisit Changes in Density. In the text and tables the
 word "change" has been used to indicate an intervisit difference
 (later visit minus earlier visit) between films from the same
 infant, in order to avoid repetition of the more correct phrase
 "apparent change," and to avoid confusion between this differ-
 ence and other differences, such as the intersubject and inter-
 group differences in the amount of apparent change. Scatter
 diagrams of the density changes in bone, soft tissue and wedge,
 plotted against each other, showed no evidence that a logarith-
 mic or other transformation would improve the linear fit of the
 variables; therefore densitometric cunits were used throughout
 the analysis of intervisit changes.

 The negative signs attached to the wedge densities in Table
 15 show that, on the average, the V(2) films were darker than
 the corresponding V(1) films, and that the V(3) films were
 darker than the V(2) films. Therefore the question arose:
 When this difference is allowed for, what will be the effect on
 the changes in soft tissue and bone density?

 Correlations of Density Changes. Table 16 shows the close
 relationships of the changes in wedge, soft tissue and bone. As
 in the first week (Table 4), the high values of the zero order
 correlations (the first three lines of Table 16) confirmed the
 impression from the scatter diagrams that the relationships
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 TABLE 15. MEAN DENSITY CHANGES AFTER THE FIRST POST-
 NATAL WEEK-OBSERVED (UNADJUSTED) VALUES IN DENSI-
 TOMETER UNITS.

 Mean intervals: Visit (1) = Visit (2) - 29.3 days.
 Visit (2) - Visit (3) = 145.9 days.

 N = NUMBER OF INFANTS. W - WEDGE. ST = SOFT TISSUE. B = BONE.

 VISIT (2) MINUS VISIT (1
 N W ST

 ) VISIT (3) MINUS VISIT (2)
 B N W ST

 Metatarsal 148

 Femur Epiphysis 149
 Femur Shaft 131

 -596 -163 -321
 -595 -326 -438
 -612 -169 -276

 139

 137

 95

 -285 +330 +280
 -778 +163 +180
 -1022 -0.2 -304

 TABLE 16. CORRELATIONS OF DENSITY CHANGES (IN DENSITO-
 METER UNITS) AFTER THE FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK.

 Coefficients for V(1) - V(2) were pooled estimates from within the 16 race-sex-treatment groups; for
 V(2) - V(3) they were pooled from the 4 race-sex groups, disregarding treatments.

 B = BONE W = WEDGE. ST = SOFT TISSUE.

 B X W.ST = CORRELATION OF BONE DENSITY CHANGE WITH WEDGE DENSITY CHANGE AFTER ELIMINA-
 TION OF SOFT TISSUE DENSITY CHANGE.
 NUMBERS OF INFANTS ARE IN PARENTHESES.

 The random sampling probability (P) was very small for all coefficients except B X W.ST in femur shaft
 V(2) - V(3), where P was approximately 0.6.

 VISIT (2) MINUS VISIT (1)

 CORRELA- Met. Fem. Ep. Fem. Shaft
 TION (148) (149) (131)

 BXW
 B XST
 W XST
 B X W.ST
 B X ST.W

 +0.780
 +0.918
 +0.756
 +0.331
 +0.802

 +0.949
 +0.976
 +0.902
 +0.731
 +0.882

 +0.888
 +0.911
 +0.863
 +0.413
 +0.560

 VISIT (3) MINUS VISIT (2)

 Met. Fem. Ep. Fem. Shaft
 (139) (137) (95)

 +0.840 +0.917 +0.849
 +0.978 +0.972 +0.954
 +0.789 +0.898 +0.883
 +0.542 +0.426 +0.048
 +0.946 +0.844 +0.823

 BONE  B
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 were essentially linear. The table shows also that elimination
 of soft tissue density changes (B x W.ST) did not suffice,
 except in the femur shaft in V(2)-V(3), to eliminate the
 effects of general film density, represented by the wedge. Con-
 sequently, W and ST are in the bone regression equations
 (Table 17). In that table it will be noted that for any partic-
 ular bone (or soft tissue) the regression coefficients for V(1)-
 V(2) are rather similar to the corresponding coefficients for
 V(2)-V(3), except in the femur shaft in the second interval,
 where, as was revealed by the correlation coefficient (B x
 W.ST), the wedge contributed little to the estimation of bone
 density change.

 Intergroup Differences in Density Change. Before the data
 from the race, sex and treatment groups were pooled to produce
 Table 18, intergroup differences were examined, especially in

 TABLE 17. LINEAR REGRESSIONS OF DENSITY CHANGES (IN
 DENSITOMETER UNITS) AFTER THE FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK.

 The coefficients were estimated from within the same groups as the correlation coefficients in Table 16,
 and the symbols (B, W, ST) have the same meaning as in that table.

 SD - INTERSUBJECT STANDARD DEVIATION, REPRESENTING DEVIATIONS FROM REGRESSION.
 NUMBERS OF INFANTS ARE IN PARENTHESES.

 INTERVAL & BONE REGRESSION EQUATION SD

 V(2) MINUS V(1):

 Metatarsal (148) ST - 0.3493(W) + 44.82 487
 B = 0.1437(W) + 1.1915(ST) - 40.74 210

 Femur Epiphysis (149) ST = 0.8548(W) + 182.47 720
 B - 0.3870(W) + 0.7162(ST) + 25.39 279

 Femur Shaft (131) ST = 0.8960(W) + 379.93 931
 B = 0.3185(W) + 0.4388(ST) - 7.68 517

 V(3) MINUS V(2):

 Metatarsal (139) ST = 0.4421(W) + 456.11 704
 B = 0.1270(W) + 1.0225(ST) - 20.93 249

 Femur Epiphysis (137) ST = 0.7873(W) + 776.07 836
 B - 0.2264(W) + 0.8539(ST) + 216.47 455

 Femur Shaft (95) ST = 0.8982(W) + 971.43 1028
 B - 0.0237(W) + 0.7590(ST) - 279.78 542
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 the bone density data-race and sex differences, and, in the
 V(1)-V(2) interval, antenatal treatment differences. No sug-
 gestion of treatment effects was detected; nor was any con-
 sistent difference associated with race or sex. For example,
 the adjusted mean V(1)-V(2) increase in femur epiphysis
 density was greater in Negro females than in white females by
 164 units (P=0.01-0.02), but this was not confirmed in
 males or in the other bones, and can be most plausibly inter-
 preted as one of those "significant" differences that must be
 expected when many tests are applied to the same data.

 Mean Soft Tissue Density Changes. Regarding the soft
 tissue changes in Table 18, three points are noteworthy:

 1. All three areas of soft tissue show an increase in density, no
 doubt attributable chiefly to increase in thickness.

 2. Although the average V(2)-V(3) interval was five times
 the average V(1)-V(2) interval, the soft tissue increases dif-

 TABLE 18. ADJUSTED MEAN CHANGES OF DENSITY (IN DENSI-
 TOMETER UNITS) AFTER THE FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK.

 Estimates of intervisit changes from equations in Table 17, i.e., mean ST change for zero change in W, and
 mean B change for zero change in W and ST.

 Densities at V(1) for soft tissue are the observed arithmetic means from Table 2; for bone, the estimated
 arithmetic means with ST equated to the density of the mean black area of the films. P = random sampling
 probability.

 Mean intervals: V(1) - V(2) - 29.3 days; V(2) - V(3) = 145.9 days.

 VIsrr(2) MINUS VISIT(1) VISIT(3) MINUS VISIT(2)
 MEAN AT Adj. Mean Per Cent P Adj. Mean Per Cent P

 TIssUE V(1) Change of V(1) Change of V(1)

 Soft Tissue:
 Metatarsal 700 + 45 + 6.4 0.2-0.3 +456 +65 v. small
 Femur Epiphysis 1821 +182 +10.0 <0.01 +776 +43 v. small
 Femur Shaft 3007 +380 +12.6 v. small +971 +32 v. small

 Bone:

 Metatarsal 400 - 41 -10.2 0.02 - 21 - 5.2 0.3-0.4
 Femur Epiphysis 1158 + 25 + 2.2 0.2-0.3 +216 +18.7 v. small
 Femur Shaft 3003 - 8 - 0.3 0.8-0.9 -280 - 9.3 v. small
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 fered from the 5 to 1 ratio-at metatarsal, 10 to 1; at femur
 epiphysis, 4 to 1; at femur shaft, 2.6 to 1. External measure-
 ments might have elucidated these differences; but the only
 limb-girth measurement that was made in the Nutrition
 Study, the calf circumference, had low precision (Miss Wiehl-
 personal communication). Lateral radiographs, taken under
 highly standardized conditions, would be necessary for a more
 precise determination of changes in thickness of muscle and fat.

 3. When the intersubject standard deviations that accompany
 the soft tissue equations in Table 17 are considered in relation
 to the mean changes in Table 18, and when the frequency dis-
 tributions are visualized as roughly Gaussian, it will be seen
 that, although the means were positive, the changes in many
 infants were negative-decreases rather than increases. The dif-
 ferences far exceeded densitometer reading variation; and
 several explanations might be suggested, for example:

 a) Incompleteness of the correction for general film density.
 In view of the rather high correlations between wedge and soft
 tissue density (Table 16), this hardly appears likely to be the
 complete explanation.

 b) Difference in the positioning of the limbs on the two visits,
 so that in some infants, although the limbs had grown in bulk,
 less soft tissue was in the path of the X-rays than on the pre-
 ceding visit.

 c) Actual loss of volume of soft tissue. Further study of this
 suggestion would require antero-posterior and lateral radio-
 graphs taken without the tissue-flattening effect of pressure
 against the film holder or table.

 Mean Bone Density Changes. The adjusted bone density
 changes in Table 18 were unexpected. The femur epiphysis,
 the most rapidly growing of the three bones, was the only one
 that showed positive mean intervisit differences, whereas in
 the other two bones the differences were either approximately
 zero or significantly negative-metatarsal in V(1)-V(2) and
 femur shaft in V(2)-V(3). These observations will be dis-
 cussed later in relation to bone size changes.

 In order to obtain an estimate of the percentage change in
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 bone density, it would be rather misleading to use the observed
 bone densities at V(1) because they included soft tissue.
 Therefore, the somewhat speculative estimates, obtained by
 equating the soft tissue density at V(1) to the density of the
 adjacent black area of the film, were used as denominators; and,
 since the intervisit changes were expressed in densitometer
 units (not log units), it was necessary to use the V(1) esti-
 mates obtained without logarithmic transformation.

 Changes in Bone Size. In Table 19 no account is taken of the
 fact that, when a limb has increased in thickness between two
 visits, the contained bone will usually be farther from the film
 than on the previous visit, and therefore will appear larger, even
 if it has not increased in size. The geometrical relationships are
 simple; but even if a density radiograph is supplemented by a
 lateral film taken exactly at right angles to it, the application
 of the geometry is complicated, because the shadows on the
 lateral film are also magnified images. Change in soft tissue
 density, however, is largely due to change in soft tissue thick-
 ness; therefore, it can be used to correct bone size change, and
 bone density changes can therefore be corrected simultaneously
 for changes in wedge density, soft tissue density and bone size.

 TABLE 19. BONE SIZE CHANGES (CM.) AFTER THE FIRST POST-
 NATAL WEEK-OBSERVED VALUES, NOT ADJUSTED FOR SOFT
 TISSUE CHANGES.

 Denominators of percentage differences are the general mean sizes at Visit(l) in Table 9: Metatarsal
 width = 0.491 cm. Femur epiphysis, vertical = 0.539 cm. Femur shaft width = 0.694 cm.
 NUMBERS OF INFANTS ARE IN PARENTHESES.

 VISIT(2) MINUS VISIT(1) VISIT(3) MINUS VISIT(2)
 Mean Difference Mean Difference

 DIMENSION cm. Per Cent cm. Per Cent

 Metatarsal Width +0.035 (148) + 7 +0.098 (128) +20
 Femur Epiphysis tert. +0.141 (149) +26 +0.369 (125) +69
 Femur Shaft Width +0.059 (131) + 9 +0.269 (95) +39
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 Tables 20 and 21 show the relationships among these variables;
 but the femur shaft was explored more fully than were the other
 bones, because, in order to maintain an approximately circular
 cross-section, it would increase by approximately the same
 amount in thickness as in width.

 After elimination of differences in wedge density, the corre-
 lations between the changes in femur shaft width and in soft
 tissue density, although significant at the 5 per cent level, were
 low (+0.2 and +0.3), and the regression coefficients, converted
 to mm. per 100 units of increase in soft tissue density, appeared
 small: +0.012 mm. for V(1)-V(2), and +0.036 mm. for V(2)-
 V(3). However, this relationship, which must be partly a
 direct (magnification) effect and partly concomitant size in-
 crease, cannot be ignored, because if the wedge and soft tissue
 changes are equated to zero, the changes in femur width, in
 comparison with the observed (unadjusted) changes in Table
 19, are as follows:

 V(1)-V(2): + 0.0567 cm. instead of+0.0592 cm.
 V(2)-V(3): +0.2235 cm. instead of+0.2687 cm.

 The unadjusted value is, therefore, about 4 per cent greater
 than the adjusted value in V(1)-V(2) and about 20 per cent
 greater in V(2)-V(3). It will be observed that the adjusted
 increase in size in V(2)-V(3), a five-month interval, is about
 four times the adjusted increase in V(1)-V(2), a one-month
 interval. When the femur width changes were adjusted for soft
 tissue changes, none of the race or sex differences in the amount
 of width change were significant at the 5 per cent level.

 Relationships of Bone Density Change and Size Change. In
 Table 20, three of the four BxS correlation coefficients are
 positive, but small; for the femur shaft the coefficient in V(2)-
 V(3) is very small and negative. When wedge and soft tissue
 changes were both eliminated in the femur shaft, the correla-
 tion between bone density change and size change became ap-
 proximately +0.1 in V(1)-V(2) and -0.1 in V(2)-V(3)-
 values that would often occur in random sampling from a popu-
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 TABLE 20. CORRELATIONS OF DENSITY CHANGES (IN DENSI-
 TOMETER UNITS) AND BONE SIZES (IN CM.) AFTER THE FIRST
 POSTNATAL WEEK.

 B = BONE. ST = SOFrr TISSUE. W = WEDGE.
 B = BONE SIZE, I.E., WIDTH IN METATARSAL AND FEMUR SHAFT, VERTICAL AXIS IN FEMUR EPIPHYSIS.

 In metatarsal and femur epiphysis, bone density changes were adjusted for zero change in wedge and soft
 tissue, but bone sizes were not corrected for soft tissue change. Correlations in femur shaft begin with
 observed (unadjusted) intervisit differences and show stages in elimination of W and ST.

 P = RANDOM SAMPLING PROBABILITY.

 Numbers of infants: femur shaft V(1) - V(2), 131; femur shaft V(2) - V(3), 95; metatarsal, 148; femur
 epiphysis, 149.

 VIsIT(2) MINUS VISIT(1) VISIT(3) MINUS VISIT(2)
 BONE CORRELATION Coefficient P Coefficient P

 Femur Shaft B X S +0.206 0.02-0.05 -0.084 0.4-0.5
 ST X S +0.213 0.02-0.05 -0.053 0.6-0.7
 WXS +0.119 0.2-0.3 -0.223 0.02-0.05
 B X S.W +0.222 0.01-0.02 +0.204 0.05 approx.
 BXS.ST +0.031 0.7-0.8 -0.111 0.3-0.4
 ST X S.W +0.216 0.02-0.05 +0.314 <0.01
 B X S.W + ST +0.124 0.1-0.2 -0.101 0.3-0.4

 Metatarsal B X S +0.119 0.1-0.2
 Femur Epiphysis B X S +0.266 <0.1

 TABLE 21. LINEAR REGRESSION RELATIONS BETWEEN DENSITY
 CHANGES (IN DENSITOMETER UNITS) AND CHANGES IN BONE
 SIZE (IN CM.) AFTER THE FIRST POSTNATAL WEEK.

 The equations were derived from the same data as were the correlation coefficients in Table 20.

 SD = INTERSUBJECT STANDARD DEVIATION, REPRESENTING DEVIATIONS FROM REGRESSION.

 BONE AND
 INTERVAL REGRESSION EQUATION SD

 Metatarsal:

 V(2) - V(1) B -673.0(S) - 64.6 208 units

 Femur Epiphysis:

 V(2) - V(1) B - 1046.0(S) - 121.8 268 units

 Femur Shaft:

 V(2) - V(1) S = -0.000007535(W) + 0.00001234(ST) + 0.0567 0.0495 cm.
 B 0.3269(W) + 0.4252(ST) + 1104.56(S) - 70.3 526 units

 V(3) - V(2) S = -0.00004424(W) + 0.00003551(ST) + 0.2235 0.106 cm.
 B = 0.003545(W) + 0.7751(ST) - 490.31(S) - 168.6 542 units

 Met. V(3) - V(2), from unweighted means of 16 race-sex-treatment groups:
 B 0.0869(W) + 1.0022(ST) + 283.40(S) - 4.9
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 lation in which there was no correlation at all.

 Such low correlations, even if real, account for very little of
 the total intersubject variation. Thus, comparison of the inter-
 subject standard deviations in Table 21 with the corresponding
 values in Table 17 shows that the correction of density changes
 by size changes adds essentially nothing to the precision of the
 estimates of bone density changes.

 The equations in Table 21 represent the regression relation-
 ships corresponding to the correlation coefficients in Table 20.
 For example, the equation for the femur shaft density change
 in the V(1)-V(2) interval would lead one to expect that, for
 any particular amount of change in wedge or soft tissue density,
 a width increase of 1 mm. would, on the average, be associated
 with a density increase of approximately 110 units, but in the
 V(2)-V(3) interval one would expect an average decrease of
 49 units, in agreement with the negative correlation (B x S. W +
 ST) in Table 20.

 Again, the constant at the end of each bone density equation
 is the estimate of the average change that would occur if there
 were no change in wedge density, soft tissue density or bone
 size-provided, of course, that the regression was linear through-
 out. Comparison of these figures with the corresponding values
 in Table 18, which were not adjusted for zero change in bone
 size, suggests that, if bone size had not increased, the densities
 would have decreased between the visits more than they actu-
 ally did, and in the femur epiphysis the density would have de-
 creased instead of increasing.

 An Interpretation of Size-Density Relationship. If we accept
 the suggestion from Table 20 that the apparent size-density
 correlations were merely fortuitous, all bone density estimates
 from Table 21 become meaningless; but the combined evidence
 from the first week and the intervisit intervals merits more than

 such a casual dismissal, and the following considerations seem
 to elucidate the problem.

 One would expect that, on the average, a larger bone would
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 contain more mineral matter than a smaller bone of the same

 kind. Therefore, at any one age (for example, the first post-
 natal week) one would expect a positive correlation between
 size and X-ray density, and when bones increased in size, as
 they did in the two intervisit intervals, one would expect an
 average increase in density and a positive correlation between
 size increase and density increase. When these expectations are
 not fulfilled, two explanations (which are not mutually exclu-
 sive) may be considered:

 1. Masking of the size-density relationship by the damping
 effect of soft tissue or by the defects of the densitometric
 method, such as reading error or imperfect correction for dif-
 ferences in general film density and in soft tissue density.

 2. A tearing down (remodelling) of the interior of bones
 while the girth increases.

 These suggestions can be considered in relation to the find-
 ings in this study:

 1. At Visit(l): A definite positive correlation between den-
 sity and size in the femur epiphysis, but no convincing evidence
 of any correlation in the metatarsal, or in the femur shaft after
 correction of size by soft tissue differences (Table 11).

 2. In the intervisit interval: A density increase in the femur
 epiphysis; decreases of density in the metatarsal and femur
 shaft, significant at the 5 per cent level in two instances (Table
 18). No convincing intragroup correlation between density
 change and bone size change after correction for wedge and soft
 tissue (Table 20).

 It is difficult to conceive how the mere masking of a positive
 size-density relationship could account for these diminutions
 in density, and it appears more likely that the densitometer has
 detected the well-known phenomenon in normal bone develop-
 ment-destruction accompanying construction. In the middle
 of a long bone, such as the femur, the process results in the
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 enlargement of the medullary cavity, but even in a region that
 remains cancellous throughout life, as do the ends of long bones,
 the spaces become larger as the bone grows. In any particular
 bone the amount of internal destruction per unit increase in
 bone girth doubtless varies from child to child, even within the
 same narrow age range, but these individual differences cannot
 be distinguished by studying the mean density change of a
 group, or the correlation between density change and size
 change.

 Among the three bones under examination, the femur epiph-
 ysis, just before and just after birth, undergoes rapid growth,
 which is primarily a spread of calcification into the cartilagi-
 nous epiphysis. The shafts of metatarsal and femur have
 passed through this phase by the end of the third fetal month.
 At the time of birth their growth in circumference is due to sub-
 periosteal deposition, accompanied, it would appear, by in-
 ternal destruction which neutralizes the size-density relation-
 ship.

 If we adopt this interpretation, and accept the relationships
 in Table 21 as more than fortuitous, Table 22 will provide a

 TABLE 22. CHANGES IN DENSITY CORRESPONDING TO CHANGES
 IN BONE SIZE BETWEEN VISITS (1) AND (2)--ESTIMATES FROM
 EQUATIONS IN TABLE 21.

 Denominators for percentage changes are general mean sizes at V(1) in Table 9, and estimated arithmetic
 mean bone densities in Table 18.

 ESTIMATED AVERAGE BONE DENSITY CHANGES

 BONE SIZE Metatarsal Femur Epiphysis Femur Shaft
 CHANGE
 Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

 of V(1) Units of V(1) Units of V(1) Units of V(1)

 0 - 65 -16.3 -122 -10.5 - 70 - 2.3
 +10 - 31 - 7.8 - 65 - 5.6 + 3 + 0.1
 +20 + 3 +0.8 - 9 - 0.8 +84 + 2.8
 +30 + 36 + 9.0 + 48 + 4.1 +162 + 5.4
 +40 + 70 +17.5 +104 + 9.0 +239 + 8.0
 +50 +104 +26.0 +161 +13.9 +316 +10.5
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 picture of the size-density relationships in the V(1)-V(2) in-
 terval. The figures suggest the presence of two opposing forces
 acting on the bones-one force (size increase or something
 associated with it) tending to increase the X-ray density, and
 the other force tending to reduce it. Unless the size increase ex-
 ceeds a certain amount, differing for each of the bones (and
 presumably for the same bone in different infants), it cannot
 prevent a decrease in density. The femur epiphysis was the
 only bone in either interval that showed a dominance of the
 density-increasing factor (Table 18), whereas in the femur
 shaft there appeared to be such a balance between the two
 tendencies that the size-density relationship was questionable
 in both intervals.

 Required Sample Sizes. Table 23 is analogous to Table 13,

 TABLE 23. ESTIMATES OF MEAN BONE DENSITY CHANGES
 REQUIRED FOR SIGNIFICANCE (P LESS THAN 0.05) AFTER ADJUST-
 MENT FOR CHANGES IN WEDGE DENSITY, SOFT TISSUE DENSITY
 AND BONE SIZE.

 For single samples the estimates (in densitometer units) represent twice the SD of the mean change,
 estimated from the intersubject SD's in Table 21. For comparing mean changes in two samples the required
 difference is twice the SD of the difference between means.

 The denominators of the percentage differences are the estimated arithmetic mean densities at V(l) in
 Table 18.

 N - NUMBER OF INFANTS IN EACH SAMPLE.

 METATARSAL, V(2) - V(1) FEMUR EPIPHYSIS, V(2) - V(1)
 N Mean Change Sample Diff. Mean Change Sample Diff.

 25 84(21.0 Per Cent) 119(29.8 Per Cent) 108(9.3 Per Cent) 153(13.2 Per Cent)
 50 60(15.0 Per Cent) 85(21.3 Per Cent) 76(6.6 Per Cent) 108(9.3 Per Cent)
 100 42(10.5 Per Cent) 60(15.0 Per Cent) 54(4.7 Per Cent) 77(6.6 Per Cent)

 FEMUR SHAFT, V(2) - V(1) FEMUR SHAFT, V(3) - V(2)
 N Mean Change Sample Diff. Mean Change Sample Diff.

 25 212(7.1 Per Cent) 300(10.0 Per Cent) 217(7.2 Per Cent) 307 (10.2 Per Cent)
 50 150(5.0 Per Cent) 213(7.1 Per Cent) 154(5.1 Per Cent) 217(7.2 Per Cent)
 100 105(3.5 Per Cent) 149(5.0 Per Cent) 109 (3.6 Per Cent) 154(5.1 Per Cent)
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 and is based on similar assumptions (p. 56). Both tables show
 the relationship between sample size and the precision or sensi-
 tivity of the method, but Table 13 is concerned only with the
 comparison of two groups of infants of approximately the same
 age, whereas Table 23 is concerned with two types of com-
 parison:

 1. The change in the same group of infants between one visit
 and another.

 2. The difference of this change in two groups of infants, e.g.,
 race groups, sex groups or treatment groups.

 Relationship of Bone Density to Length of Intervisit In-
 terval. In Table 18 a rough estimate of average daily change in
 bone density can be found by dividing the mean changes by the
 mean intervals, approximately 30 days and 146 days; but this
 does not reveal the relationship of time and density change
 within a group. For that purpose, the following correlation
 coefficients were estimated for the femur shaft in the V(1)-
 V(2) interval, the density changes being adjusted for zero
 change in wedge and soft tissue:

 Bone Density Change x Interval in 42 white males: +0.181
 (P = 0.2-0.3)
 Bone Density Change x Interval in 31 white females: -0.015
 (P large)

 For comparison, the coefficients involving width change in the
 white males were:

 Bone Width Change x Interval: +0.408 (P less than 0.01)
 Bone Width Change x Bone Density Change: +0.282 (P = 0.05-
 0.1)

 Although the changes in density and size were positively
 correlated, and the size change and interval were positively
 correlated, there was no clear-cut correlation of density
 change and length of interval, and this can perhaps be taken as
 a reflection of the conflict, already discussed, between destruc-
 tive and constructive phenomena.
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 For further exploration, the longer interval, V(2)-V(3), was
 used. In the four race-sex groups the correlation between length
 of interval and femur shaft density change (adjusted for zero
 changes in wedge, soft tissue and bone width) ranged from
 -0.203 to -0.393, and for the pooled data, from 87 infants, the
 coefficient was -0.333 (P less than 0.01). That is, if the bone
 size change were zero, or any other fixed value, the longer the
 interval the less the increase (or the greater the decrease) in
 bone density. This, again, suggests a destructive force, mani-
 festing itself when it is not masked by the addition of material
 to increase the size of the bone.

 Relationship between Bone Density Change and Initial Den-
 sity. A question that is of interest in all studies of infant devel-
 opment can be applied to bone density in this form: Do infants
 who are below the average in density at birth tend to make up
 the deficit in the first few months, and do those who are ad-
 vanced at birth tend to gain more slowly than the less ad-
 vanced?

 It was realized that an attempt to answer that question by
 correlation of density change with initial density would intro-
 duce the risk of an artifact through errors in reading. For ex-
 ample, let it be supposed that two infants have, in actuality,
 the same V(1) density and the same V(2) density, greater
 than V(1). In one infant there are no errors in density reading,
 but in the other the V(1) density is underestimated and the
 V(2) reading is accurate. That will automatically increase the
 apparent intervisit gain. Such errors would tend to produce
 negative correlations between the gain and the initial density.
 However, the magnitude of these effects of reading error is
 commonly small in studies of gross development (e.g., weight
 changes); therefore this method was applied to data from
 femur shafts in 42 white males and 31 white females, i.e., V(1)
 bone densities (log units) and V(1)-V(2) changes (scale
 units), both variates having been adjusted for differences in
 wedge and soft tissue densities. The correlation coefficients
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 were -0.553 in white males and -0.740 in white females (P in
 each group less than 0.001).

 These values were so large as to create suspicion of an artifact
 much greater than the reading error would be expected to
 create. No clues were provided by the bone size or length of
 the intervisit interval, the correlation coefficients in the 42
 white males being as follows:

 V(1) density x V(1)-V(2) width change: +0.027
 V(1) density x V(1)-V(2) interval: -0.061

 An explanation was then sought by making two rather plau-
 sible assumptions: (a) that much of the intersubject variation
 in bone density at V(1), and again at V(2), was due to the
 failure of the average adjustments for wedge, soft tissue and
 bone size to correct for these factors fully in individual films,
 and (b) that the amount of this discrepancy in any infant at
 V(1) had no relationship to the amount of the discrepancy in
 the same infant at V(2). Then, although the overall inter-
 subject variation might be the same on both visits, the position
 of the infants in the density series at V(2) would to a large
 extent be independent of their position at V(1), as if their
 positions had been assigned almost at random; and this would
 be true whether or not there was a significant mean change in
 density. If there were random assignment, the infants who had
 very low readings at V(1) would be likely to have higher read-
 ings at V(2), rather than equally low or lower readings, and
 those with very high readings at V( 1) would tend to have lower
 readings at V(2). This speculation led to randomization ex-
 periments which can be summarized thus:

 For each of the 31 white females the bone density at V(1),
 adjusted for wedge and soft tissue, was estimated in actual
 units. Then the differences among these (the deviations from
 regression) were redistributed among the infants by random
 numbers, to produce a fictitious "V(2)" reading and "intervisit
 change" in density. The correlation between this "change" and
 the deviations at V(1) was -0.6746.
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 Although this result seemed to confirm the speculation, it
 was somewhat artificial, because the actual deviations at V(1)
 had been used in the randomization. A more realistic concep-
 tion was that the factors, whatever they might be, that pro-
 duced intersubject variation between adjusted bone densities
 at V(1) were still operating at V(2)-that is, the standard
 deviation of the V(2) population would be the same as that of
 the V(1) population; but the actual multiples (or fractions) of
 the standard deviation that the individuals in the sample re-
 ceived at V(2) would be a random sample of possible multiples
 (or fractions). Such random samples, for normal (Gaussian)
 distributions are obtainable from the Rand Tables,31 and so
 a random sample obtained from those tables was distributed
 to the V(1) films to create again a fictitious "change" in den-
 sity. The correlation between this "change" and the actual de-
 viations from regression at V(1) was -0.6550, again in agree-
 ment with the expected relationship.

 To imitate the V(3) minus V(2) change in density, the V(1)
 intersubject variation was reassigned by use of the Rand table
 to the V(1) densities of the 31 infants in the WF group. The
 readings so created were labeled "V(3)" and from them were
 subtracted the "V(2)" readings created by the first randomiza-
 tion. The correlation between these "changes" and the actual
 V(1) deviations from regression was +0.0366. As might be ex-
 pected, the correlation that had been found after the first ran-
 domization had disappeared. In the real data there was still a
 trace of it. For the femur shaft, the correlations in the four
 race-sex groups were as follows:
 WM, -0.2924; WF, -0.1969; NM, -0.2194; NF, -0.2737; all
 groups pooled, -0.2449 (P = 0.02-0.05).

 These negative correlations were not explored further, be-
 cause the evidence was sufficient to show the risk of an artifact

 in the correlation of change with initial value. The risk may be
 very general-for example, the correlation between change in
 size (or weight) and initial size (or weight). Thus, the artifact
 may have been responsible for the negative correlation between
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 the V(1)-V(2) femur width increase and the femur width at
 V(1) in 42 white males: -0.2606 (P = 0.05-0.1).

 Direct Correlation between Densities at V(1) and V(2). If
 the original purpose had been to study the relationship between
 V(1) and V(2) densities, the appropriate method would have
 been to find those densities (corrected for wedge, soft tissue
 and bone size) separately for each visit, and then estimate
 the regression of the V(2) density on the V(1) density. In a
 conceptually perfect experiment (that is, with no residual
 variation due to technique or observation), if each bone
 changed its density by exactly the same amount, the regression
 would be linear and, in a graph with equal scales for V(1) and
 V(2), the line would slope upward at an angle of 45 degrees
 to the horizontal. If the bones that were initially below
 average density increased more than the initially dense bones,
 the angle would be less than 45 degrees, or the line might even
 slope downward.

 As a substitute for the independent estimation of adjusted
 V(2) densities, the adjusted changes in femur shaft densities
 from V(1) to V(2) in the WF group (31 infants) were added
 (algebraically) to the adjusted V(1) densities. When these
 V(2) values (varying from 3508 to 5164 units) were plotted
 in a scatter diagram against the V(1) values (3403 to 5082
 units) there was no suggestion of an upward or downward
 trend, and the correlation coefficient was very low (+0.0423).
 However, the disposition of the dots was quite compatible with
 a regression line sloping upward at 45 degrees, or curving up-
 ward (indicating a greater increase for initially high values), or
 with a line that sloped (or curved) downward. Two explana-
 tions of this inconclusive evidence appear possible:

 1. The actual changes in bone density varied so much be-
 tween subjects that they destroyed any general relationship
 between ( 1) and V(2) densities.

 2. The corrections for general film density and for soft tissue
 density were imperfect; that is, the intersubject variation in
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 bone density at V(1) and again at V(2) was largely due to
 one or both of these factors.

 The second explanation appears likely to be the chief one,
 because it is difficult to suppose that in a month the actual
 changes in bone density varied so much as to leave at V(2)
 no trace of a relationship to the density at V( 1).

 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

 In the following statements, "bone density" means X-ray
 bone shadow density corrected, by linear regression, for differ-
 ences in soft tissue density and differences in general film
 density, as measured by aluminum wedge density.

 First Postnatal Week. The most noteworthy results can be
 summarized as follows:

 1. There was found no evidence of a relationship between the
 infants' bone densities and the dietary supplements prescribed
 to their mothers during pregnancy.

 2. In both sexes the mean density of the metatarsal shaft in
 white infants exceeded the mean density in Negro infants of the
 same sex by amounts that could not be easily attributed to
 random sampling variation. Nor could they be accounted for
 by the racial difference in metatarsal size (as measured by
 width), because it was in the opposite direction to the bone
 density difference. No other significant racial or sex difference
 in density was found in the three bones examined (metatarsal,
 distal femur epiphysis and femur shaft).

 3. After correction for differences in bone size, the residual
 intersubject variation in density in all three bones was low
 enough to justify a verdict of "significant at the 5 per cent level"
 if, in two samples of 100 infants, the greater mean density ex-
 ceeded the smaller by 5 per cent.

 4. Although the femur shaft width showed correlations of
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 about +0.4 with weight and with crown-sole length, there was
 no evidence of a correlation between femur shaft density and
 these body measurements.

 5. The correlations between bone size and bone density were
 positive in all three bones, but only in the femur epiphysis was
 the evidence of a relationship conclusive. In the femur shaft,
 after the size differences had been corrected for differences in

 magnification (by using the relationship of size and soft tissue
 density), the size-density correlation was low (+ 0,194) and did
 not quite reach the 5 per cent level of significance. In the meta-
 tarsal the coefficient was very low.

 Intervisit Changes. The visits were: Visit(1), in the first
 postnatal week; Visit(2), at median age approximately one
 month; Visit(3), at median age approximately six months. A
 change in bone density, real or apparent, was expressed as:
 later visit minus earlier visit, with positive or negative sign.
 Bone density changes were corrected, by linear regression, for
 changes in densities of wedge and soft tissue. Femur shaft
 data were analyzed more fully than data from the other two
 bones because, owing to the roughly circular cross section of
 the bone, the width, measurable on the film and corrected
 for magnification, would approximate the thickness (antero-
 posterior axis).

 1. No treatment effects on density change were detected in
 the Visit(1)-Visit(2) interval, and there were no consistent
 race or sex differences, either in that interval or in the Visit(2)-
 Visit(3) interval. Because of drop-outs and irregular attend-
 ances, these results could not be accepted as bias-free, but they
 permitted the pooling of data for the study of certain relation-
 ships between density change, size change and length of inter-
 visit interval.

 2. The femur epiphysis was the only bone that clearly showed
 increase of density between the visits. In the metatarsal and
 femur shaft the differences were either effectively zero or, in
 two instances, negative (P less than 0.05).

 3. On the unprovable assumption that the observed regres-
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 sions of bone density on wedge and soft tissue densities at Vis-
 it(l) would be applicable even if soft tissue were absent, esti-
 mates of bone density, free of soft tissue, were obtained by
 substituting the mean densities of the black (shadow-free)
 areas for soft tissue in the regression equations. These rather
 speculative bone densities were then used as denominators for
 expressing intervisit density changes as percentages of the first-
 week densities in the estimation of sample sizes necessary to
 show statistically "significant" mean changes in bone density.
 With samples of 100 infants, the following mean changes in the
 V(1)-V(2) interval would be significant at the 5 per cent level:
 metatarsal, 11 per cent; femur epiphysis, 5 per cent; femur
 shaft (in both intervals), 4 per cent.

 4. In the femur shaft, in the V(1)-V(2) interval, there was
 no detectable correlation between the change in density and the
 length of the interval; in the V(2)-V(3) interval, after elimi-
 nation of femur width changes, the correlation was negative
 and significant at the 1 per cent level.

 5. In the femur shaft there were negative correlations (-0.55
 in one race-sex group, -0.74 in another; P less than 0.001) be-
 tween the V(1) densities and the V(1)-V(2) changes in den-
 sity; but negative coefficients of similar magnitude were obtained
 by taking the intersubject variation in V(1) densities and dis-
 tributing it by random numbers to the V(1) values, to create
 an artificial V(2) density and an artificial V(1)-V(2) change,
 and then finding the correlation between the actual V(1) den-
 sities and these "changes." When this kind of artifact was
 avoided by correlating V(1) and V(2) density values for the
 femur shaft, there was no suggestion of a relationship.
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 DISCUSSION OF BONE DENSITOMETRY
 IN GENERAL

 In his editorial introduction to the Transcript of the Work-
 shop on Bone Densitometryl Garn provides a very pertinent
 and comprehensive list of eight problems that should be ex-
 plored in an effort to evaluate densitometry. In the following
 discussion, Garn's presentation of each problem will be quoted,
 along with comments arising from the present study or previous
 studies in this laboratory, without implying either disagree-
 ment with the quoted statements or full treatment of the
 topics. Then a number of other problems will be discussed.

 Underlying Problems. The complexities of the individual
 problems are, of course, simplified if we recognize the two
 underlying problems-lack of sensitivity and risk of bias.

 Two kinds of sensitivity-reducing factors should be distin-
 guished:

 1. Factors that increase intersubject variation, i.e., reduce
 the precision of an intergroup comparison of bone shadows.

 2. Factors that mask differences between amounts of mineral

 matter. These factors include the quality of the radiation
 employed, the film emulsion and, probably of greatest im-
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 portance, the soft tissue on the bones.

 In other words, the distinction is between (a) sensitivity to
 intergroup differences in bone shadow density, and (b) sensi-
 tivity to intergroup (or interindividual) differences in mineral
 content. (a) is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition of
 (b). In many discussions of densitometry this distinction does
 not seem to be very clear. Except where specific reference is
 made to mineral content, the following discussion will refer
 to bone shadow density.

 The second underlying problem, the risk of bias, makes it
 necessary to bear constantly in mind the distinction between
 a survey and an experiment in the strict sense (p. 26). Because
 in a properly conducted experiment randomization controls
 bias-that is, it enables us to attach a numerical statement of
 error to an inference regarding an intergroup difference, e.g.,
 in the comparison of treatments.

 Observatiornal Reliability. "The absolute reliability of cur-
 rent roentgenogrammetric methods of densitometry needs to
 be determined. Appropriate short-term and long-term reliabil-
 ity coefficients involving inter-observer and intra-observer de-
 terminations have yet to be published".1

 In its technical sense, a "reliability coefficient," as used by
 psychologists, some students of nutrition and other workers, is
 often a correlation coefficient, such as can be estimated when
 an observer examines the same film on two occasions or when

 two observers examine the same series of films independently.
 Like all correlation coefficients, it can be deceptive. For ex-
 ample, a coefficient of + 0.95 is impressive, but it does not give
 us the information that we need, i.e., answers to two questions:

 1. Has the systematic intra- or interobserver difference pro-
 duced a spurious difference (or masked a real difference), for
 example, between groups in different regions or between groups
 in the same region examined at different times?

 2. Did the intra- or interobserver variability seriously reduce
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 the sensitivity of comparisons?

 To answer those questions, we need estimates of intra- and
 interobserver error (systematic and variable), but the publica-
 tion of such information would do little more than show that

 under such and such conditions it was, or was not, possible to
 achieve comparability that would allow the detection of inter-
 group density differences of a certain magnitude. To use such
 estimates in the actual analysis of data from other investiga-
 tions, even by the same observers, would be dangerous.

 In an experiment, the chief reason for determining intra-
 observer variation in densitometry is to ascertain how much
 reduction of intersubject variation can be achieved by examin-
 ing the films more than once, as was done in density studies
 of adult bones.29'30 In surveys, however intra- and inter-
 observer error imply much more than differences due to an ob-
 server and his densitometer, and they are best considered as
 a part of the overall observational variation along with varia-
 tions due to radiographic technique.

 Variations Due to Technique. "The extent of errors intro-
 duced by 'uncontrollable' variations in kilovoltage, exposure,
 type of radiation, films, holders, processing and aging needs
 to be known. Certainly some of the interstate differences in
 the Western Regional Survey must stem from technical sources
 of error"."

 For the present discussion we include with these errors the
 observer (and densitometer) errors, and we consider all this
 variation associated with (a) time, i.e., differences at different
 times in the same clinic or laboratory, and (b) place, i.e., inter-
 regional differences. We assume that correction for differences
 in general film density is made, but we cannot assume that it
 is equally applicable to all films throughout an investigation.

 As with observer reliability, publication of the magnitude
 of the effects of radiographic variation would merely show what
 precautions should be taken, and what could be achieved under
 certain conditions. For the techniques employed in this labora-
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 tory, this has been demonstrated on films from living adults
 who paid two visits to the X-ray unit29' 30 and also on films of
 cadavar bone;26 but it would not be safe to use the actual esti-

 mates of technique effects in analyzing data from another ex-
 periment or survey.

 The "error term" to be used in comparing group mean densi-
 ties is not observer variation or technique variation or both
 together, but intersubject variation, which contains them
 along with true intersubject differences. In an experiment,
 the random assignment of treatments controls the bias due to
 any or all of these elements of variation. If a survey (e.g., for
 the study of differences associated with race, sex and age) is
 conducted in the same location by the same observers, bias
 due to technical and observational factors can likewise be

 controlled, provided that the subjects are investigated in
 strictly random order. Such randomization is not always easy,
 especially if the investigator must depend on volunteer sub-
 jects; but in its absence, doubt regarding conclusions must al-
 ways remain as, for instance, regarding the sex difference in
 the densities of certain adult hand bones,30 because most of the
 women were X-rayed at one period in the survey.

 If two geographical regions are to be compared for bone
 density, with radiography at different centers, it seems essential
 that (a) the standard object be the same on all films (e.g., a
 precision-milled aluminum sheet or wedge, split in two halves),
 (b) all densitometry be done in one laboratory, and (c) all
 films from both regions be randomly arranged before reading.

 Even in spite of these precautions, bias may enter. If, for
 example, the cardboard film holders at one center tilted the
 aluminum wedge slightly, whereas at the other center the wedge
 was more horizontal, the correction for general film density
 (whatever form it took) would not be strictly applicable to
 either set of films. It would not be feasible for a sufficient num-

 ber of persons to be X-rayed at both centers. Therefore, the
 best substitute would appear to be cadaver bones mounted
 in wax-a number of different specimens of the same type as
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 the living bones under study, and exchanged frequently be-
 tween the centers throughout the survey. By careful organiza-
 tion, it would thus be possible to obtain a kind of interregional
 correction term.

 Shape and Size of Bones. "The shape factor needs more ex-
 tensive work so that the actual shape of individual bones
 measured in two-dimensional and even one-dimensional densi-

 tometry can be ascertained".1
 Bone shape concerns us because of its relationship to bone

 size, particularly the thickness, i.e., the axis traversed by the
 X-rays. In an experiment, the bones of different shapes and
 sizes are randomly assigned to treatments, and in adults the
 inference connecting treatment difference with difference in
 density change is direct, if the effect of treatment on soft tissue
 can be eliminated. Correction for bone size, therefore, merely
 increases the sensitivity of the experiment, and the correction
 need not be complete. In children, however, an apparent in-
 crease in density may be due to an increase in thickness, and
 it is desirable to distinguish between the two effects.

 If we wish to estimate, from numerous density readings on
 the same bone shadow, the total mineral content or the mineral
 content per unit volume, the bone shape, in relation to bone
 size, presents a serious problem, and the only solution would
 seem to be serial body-section radiography of each bone
 studied. If, however, we are content to take as it were, a core-
 like sample out of the middle of a bone shadow (or out of the
 middle of a particular region, such as a metacarpal head), and
 correct the intersubject differences in density by regression
 on bone size, the problem is not so difficult. It may well be that
 the dimension measurable on the density film is not highly cor-
 related with the "thickness," and then it would be desirable to
 obtain a film at right angles to the density film, probably by
 body-section radiography because of overlap of bone shadows;
 but it would hardly seem necessary to find "exactly" the same
 plane as the one traversed by the X-rays in producing the
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 "sample core."

 Soft Tissue. "The interfering effects of the various soft
 tissues need further study. Water-immersion and wax-im-
 mersion techniques introduced by European investigators merit
 evaluation here. The limits set by soft tissue need to be given
 in table form."'1

 As has been previously emphasized, it is important to recog-
 nize the distinction between (a) the damping effect of soft
 tissue, which cannot be removed by correction factors or, pre-
 sumably, by immersion in water or wax, and (b) the effect
 of differences in soft tissue density which can be removed to
 a large extent, e.g., by regression of bone density on soft tissue
 density. In other words, correction for soft tissue is not equiva-
 lent to removal of it; and the substitution of the density of the
 black (shadow-free) area for soft tissue in the regression equa-
 tions rests on an assumption not provable on the films them-
 selves. The same is true of the "subtraction" method of cor-

 recting for soft tissue.
 The question, then, is: What can be told about "true" differ-

 ences in bone density or mineral content after correction for
 soft tissue differences? That question will be discussed below;
 but it appears unlikely that tabular presentation of the limits
 set by soft tissue, as found by one investigator, would apply,
 except in a general way, to the work of others, or even to his
 own later work, without re-investigation.

 One way of trying to remove the effect of soft tissue is to
 place the standard object (a step-wedge or bone) between the
 limb and the film, and at the thigh this can be done without
 much risk of overlap of the shadows of femur and wedge. This
 method has not been often used, but recently Heuck and
 Schmidt13 have applied it, using an apatite step-wedge of
 known composition. For the calcaneus, they immerse the foot
 and the wedge in water; and for both femur and calcaneus they
 find bone thickness from films taken at right angles to the
 density films. The bone mineral content is estimated as mg.
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 of hydroxyapatite per ml. of bone.
 The report on this method, applied to the femoral neck for

 example, seems to imply much greater faith in the sensitivity
 of densitometry in muscle-laden regions than is held by many
 radiologists, who doubt whether in the hip region a change in
 mineral content of less than 30 per cent can be detected. The
 danger of bias also seems to receive too little attention. For
 example, to estimate the mineral content of the femoral neck,
 the wedge is placed behind the medial part of the upper third
 of the thigh, whereas the soft tissue that overlies the femoral
 neck includes the massive gluteus maximus.

 Scintillation Counters. "The possibility of scintillation
 counters has barely been explored. They offer the advantage
 of direct measurement eliminating the troublesome film and
 processing . . . the scintillation counter can be combined with
 a film".1

 Without experience of this method, few critical comments
 are possible. The soft tissue problem would remain; but the
 taking of a film would permit allowance for differences in bone
 size.

 The Meaning of Bone Density . "Though there is excellent
 agreement on how body sections are measured in radiographic
 densitometry, there is very little concern with exactly what
 is being measured. In the Workshop, participants were unable
 to come up with a satisfactory definition of what the trace
 curve was, what the 'mass coefficient' really included and ex-
 actly what 'bone density' measured".'l

 In this laboratory, "bone density" is simply bone shadow
 density, i.e., a densitometer scale reading made under certain
 conditions and, in previous work, translated into other units,
 e.g., mm. of thickness of a certain aluminum wedge. Differences
 between such readings are sometimes partly due to differences
 in the amount of mineral matter traversed by the X-rays in
 creating the shadows. The question, how large a difference
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 must be before it can be so explained, must be decided empiri-
 cally; but the same is true of the more elusive concepts of bone
 density which are associated with more elaborate instruments
 and techniques.

 Equivalents of Bone Density. "Though it was agreed that
 the aluminum alloy utilized by several laboratories represented
 the most practical wedge material, it was considered that the
 present wedge-equivalent values might be translated into cal-
 cium or calcium-salt equivalent values"."

 For a time, ivory step-wedges were used instead of aluminum
 wedges at Pennsylvania State College, because ivory is akin
 to bone in its chemical, physical and radiographic properties.
 The advantage seems to be somewhat illusory, however, be-
 cause one of the most important things measured in bone
 densitometry is soft tissue density, and that tissue does not
 resemble bone in its radiographic properties. There appears to
 be no proof that a correction for soft tissue, by whatever
 method, is more reliable if derived from ivory wedge readings
 than if derived from readings of aluminum.

 If the more recent suggestion, that aluminum-alloy equiva-
 lent values be translated into calcium-salt values, were carried
 out, it would probably create the impression that the investi-
 gator, using a densitometer, learned more about the composi-
 tion of a particular bone than, in fact, he does. In the present
 state of ignorance regarding the causes of discrepancies be-
 tween the results obtained at different laboratories, expression
 of density as calcium-salt (e.g., apatite) values would not ap-
 pear to be helpful. A different attitude might be adopted to
 the use of apatite wedges themselves, if the technique of Heuck
 and Schmidt,13 mentioned above under Soft Tissue, substan-
 tiated its claim to sensitvity and lack of bias.

 Scope of Densitometry. "There was evidence [in the work-
 shop] that roentgenogrammetric densitometry, as presently
 carried out, is most applicable to short-term studies on adult
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 individuals where relatively large changes in bone mineral can
 be expected. ... In contrast, the purely survey utilization
 of the method, involving large numbers of individuals of differ-
 ent ages (and with different degrees of mineralization) would
 seem to be beyond the present technical limits of the method
 despite the fact that such surveys are unquestionably of inter-
 est to nutritional research"."

 Short-term studies of human beings in any field of research
 have great advantages over long-term studies, because of the
 risk of drop-outs and of secular changes in circumstances, in-
 cluding techniques and equipment; but the crucial points in the
 quoted statement seem to be:

 1. The observation of changes-that is, longitudinal studies
 rather than the cross-sectional contrasts of groups.

 2. The magnitude of the change to be expected.

 The emphasis on the individual should not mislead us be-
 cause, unless the change in an individual is so great as to render
 densitometry unnecessary, a group of individuals is needed to
 show what allowance must be made for observational error.

 The preference, expressed in the quoted statement, for adults
 as subjects in whom large changes can be expected, has hardly
 been supported by the present study of films from infants.

 It is true that a cross-sectional survey of any variable is less
 likely to detect the effects of factors, such as age and diet, than
 is a longitudinal study of the same variable when the same
 group can be followed for the necessary length of time; but
 it should be remembered that in a cross-sectional survey (relat-
 ing, for example, to diet, race or socio-economic status) cor-
 rection for age can be made.

 Densitometric Surveys. Before any strict limits are pre-
 scribed for the application of densitometry, even in the difficult
 area of large surveys, an effort should be made to obtain the
 most satisfactory results of which current densitometric
 methods are capable; and this effort should include the applica-
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 tion of the principles and techniques of sample surveys, some-
 times called the "epidemiological method." Some of these
 techniques have been already mentioned, such as the filming
 of subjects in random order, and devices for detecting and cor-
 recting technique differences in different geographical areas.

 There are, however, other essentials in sample surveys that
 are often less obvious to those investigators who are most likely
 to be concerned with bone density studies, such as laboratory
 workers, radiologists, clinicians and students of nutrition. In
 any survey that attempts to find a causal factor, we ought
 continually to ask: What was it that brought these subjects
 into the survey, and what kept the others out? In what ways
 may these selection factors have introduced bias, leading to
 a fallacious conclusion?

 Competition between Selection Rates. One such risk of bias,
 which is often ignored, arises from differences in selection rates
 (or admission rates). For example, in the Nutrition Study, a
 higher proportion of the Negro infants than of the white infants
 returned after the first visit-that is, in the V(1)-V(2) survey
 the selection rate for Negroes was higher than for whites. Let
 us now imagine that infants who, in one way or other, did not
 thrive well after birth did not increase their bone density as
 rapidly as those who were in good condition, and that there was
 a greater tendency to bring an infant back to the clinic if he
 was not thriving than if he was doing well. This would mean
 that the selection rate for those with smaller increase in bone

 density was greater than for those whose density increased
 more.

 For simplicity, we visualize two classes: those whose bone
 density increased (I's) and those whose density did not in-
 crease (NI's). Let us assume that the proportion of NI's in
 the total white infants was the same as in the total Negro
 infants; and in order to see how bias could arise let us exagger-
 ate by imagining that all Negro infants were returned for
 Visit(2), whereas white infants were returned only if they were
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 not thriving, i.e., if they were NIFs. Obviously, 100 per cent of
 the white infants observed in the survey would be Nl's but less
 than 100 per cent of the Negroes would be in that class; or, in
 terms of measured density changes, the mean density increase
 would be greater in the Negro infants than in the whites, even
 although in the total infants (observed and not observed) the
 mean density changes were identical in the two race groups.

 In less extreme, more realistic, cases it can be shown by
 simple arithmetic27 28 that the same kind of bias occurs. In
 general terms, the conditions are as follows:

 1. In two populations, A and B, the proportion of X's is the
 same.

 2. The selection rate of A's for admission to the survey is
 higher than the selection rate of B's.

 3. The selection rate of X's is higher than the selection rate of
 not-X's.

 Then, in the survey the B's will have a higher proportion of
 X's than do the A's. If a subject is an A, he has a relatively
 good chance of getting into the survey, whether he is an X or
 a not-X, whereas if he is a B, he has a relatively poor chance
 of admission unless he is also an X.

 This phenomenon is a kind of competition or interplay be-
 tween selection rates which was, apparently, first described
 in print by Berkson1 in 1946, when he showed how it could, in
 the study of hospital patients, create entirely false conclusions
 regarding the association between two diseases, or between a
 disease and some supposed causal factor; but he had previously
 recognized the same danger in the study of autopsy data.2 In
 fact, the danger can arise in any sample survey in which strictly
 random samples of a population, animate or inanimate, are not
 taken, including surveys in human anatomy and physiology;24
 and it can mask a real association as well as create a spurious
 one. Its possible influence on a study of age differences in
 human bone density has been discussed elsewhere.29 (A some-
 what detailed discussion of this problem in relation to various
 kinds of medical research has appeared recently.25)
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 The crux of the difficulty is that we do not know the selection
 rates; if we did, we would know the composition of the popula-
 tions, and would not need to make a sample survey. All that
 we can do to combat the danger is to consider in advance the
 possible ways in which unequal selection rates could fallaciously
 cause, or could cover up, associations that we intend to seek in
 our survey, and then search during the survey for factors that
 could cause such inequalities of selection rates.

 For example, let us make the following suppositions regard-
 ing the Nutrition Study: the selection rate for Visit(2) was
 higher in Negroes (A's) than in whites (B's); the infants who
 did not thrive after birth had no increase in bone density; the
 mothers of those infants, whether Negro or white, tended to
 take them to private physicians rather than back to the clinic.
 Then those with increase of bone density would be X's in our
 general scheme, and at V(2) they would be more frequent
 among the whites than among the Negroes, even if there were,
 in fact, no racial difference in amount of intervisit change in
 bone density. With such mechanisms of bias in mind, although
 an investigator could not force all mothers to bring their chil-
 dren back to the clinic, he might, by special inquiries, reassure
 himself to some extent regarding the absence of some of the
 selection factors.

 Preparation by Pilot Studies. The foregoing remarks imply
 no criticism of the Nutrition Study, which began over fifteen
 years ago. In those fifteen years much has been learned about
 human sample surveys, and about clinical trials, which are
 analogous to the dietary experiment. Nowadays, those who
 are acquainted with what has been learned would start with
 a pilot study, in order to explore such dangers as drop-outs,
 failures to attend at scheduled times, failures to measure spe-
 cified body dimensions, failures to adhere to the prescribed
 treatment; and in order, also, to estimate intersubject variation
 in all features to be studied, and hence the sizes of sample neces-
 sary if a large study were to be undertaken.
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 Norms of Bone Density. It is becoming rather widely recog-
 nized that many of the anatomical, physiological and biochem-
 ical "normal" values applied in clinical medicine rest upon very
 shaky foundations; but this is hardly an excuse for proposing
 that any of the estimates of intersubject variation in bone
 density, so far published, be used as standards in diagnosis or
 nutritional assessment, even in the centers where they have
 originated. The reasons for this caution include:

 1. Uncertainty of criteria to be applied in the selection of
 subjects as a "standard" population.

 2. Difficulty in obtaining, especially in adults, a sufficient
 number-let alone random samples-in each of the populations
 (race-sex-age groups) which would subsequently furnish the
 subjects to whom the norms would be applied in clinical assess-
 ment.

 3. Uncertainty regarding the effects of incompletely corrected
 soft tissue differences.

 4. Ignorance of the effect of changes, from time to time, in
 radiographic and densitometric techniques.

 It is, however, desirable to make some estimates of the orders
 of magnitude of intersubject variation that would be found if
 conditions remained the same as in a particular survey. Table
 6 shows such estimates as standard deviations in logarithmic
 form and also as percentages of the group geometric mean
 densities which are analogous to coefficients of variation. In
 adults29'30 the coefficients of variation for densities of the

 calcaneus, wrist and hand bones ranged from 5.3 per cent to 7.5
 per cent, except for the middle phalanx of the little finger (11.7
 per cent). These are considerably lower values than were found
 in the infants in the study reported here.

 Standard deviations obtained from apparently healthy
 (asymptomatic) subjects can be used to give rough estimates
 of the limits of "normality." For example, the mean ? 1.28SD
 cuts off the upper and lower 10 per cent of measurements in a
 Gaussian frequency distribution. In actually establishing a
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 standard, however, the Gaussian assumption should be ques-
 tioned. Although the frequency distributions representing resi-
 dual intersubject variation in infants' bone densities (p. 44)
 were sufficiently like the Gaussian distribution to justify the
 comparison of group means by the t test, it must not be lightly
 assumed that this, or any other frequency distribution of
 human measurements, is sufficiently Gaussian to render multi-
 ples of the standard deviation safe in setting up limits of
 "normality." The percentile method25"12 is preferable because
 it avoids the Gaussian assumption.

 If we have decided to accept a group of subjects, chosen by
 certain criteria, as randomly representative of a standard popu-
 lation, and if we have chosen the 10th and 90th percentiles (the
 lower and upper 10th percentiles) as the limits of "normal"
 bone density, we may, by continually using these density
 values, exclude more (or fewer) than 10 per cent of healthy
 subjects at each end of the distribution. Our sample of stan-
 dard subjects must, therefore, be large enough to reduce this
 risk of misclassification to an amount that we are willing to
 tolerate; and Herrera,12 discussing this question, presents tables
 from which the following information is extracted. If we use
 the 10th percentile, estimated from a random sample of 100
 subjects, we can have considerable confidence (about 95 per
 cent probabiltiy) that we shall not cut off fewer than 5 per
 cent or more than 16.5 per cent of the standard population.
 By taking a sample of 200, we can reduce these figures to 6.3
 per cent and 14.5 per cent. A sample of 50 is comparatively
 unreliable, because the 10th percentile, estimated from it, may
 cut off anything from 3.4 per cent to 19.6 per cent of its parent
 population.

 In an effort to combat variation of technique in establishing
 norms, something might be done toward detecting this varia-
 tion by exposing, throughout the survey of the selected group,
 a set of bones, imbedded in wax, that were comparable to the
 living bones under examination. The same bones could then
 be exposed in testing subjects against the norms.
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 Bone Density and Mineral Content. The only way to dis-
 cover exactly what X-ray bone density tells us about mineral
 content is by experiment-densitometry of living limbs fol-
 lowed by chemical analysis of the bones-as did Schraer and
 his collaborators32 with rats' thighs. Even then, we must avoid
 being deceived by low average differences between estimates
 obtained by the two methods, and by high correlation coeffi-
 cients, i.e., by close proximity of dots to the line of regression
 of mineral content on X-ray density. For example, if the cor-
 relation in a series of bones were + 0.99 and we estimated the

 mineral content from the X-ray density, the deviations from
 regression would amount to only 2 per cent of the total varia-
 tion in mineral content (expressed as the sum of squares of
 deviation from the mean mineral content of the series). To
 show how deceptive this apparently trivial 2 per cent can be,
 it was applied to some published figures of bone ash weight21
 and it was found that the usual ?2SD allowance for error

 in estimation would, in some of the bones, amount to ? 10 per
 cent of their true ash weight.

 In the study of bone density of living healthy human sub-
 jects the evidence for its relationship to mineral content must
 be indirect, except for an occasional opportunity to study a
 limb densitometrically before amputation and by bone analysis
 afterward, or an opportunity to make a similar study before
 and after death of a subject. (In the United States the likeli-
 hood of ante-and postmortem study of a large series of sub-
 jects is not great, owing to restrictions on the extent of autopsy
 mutilation.)

 Indirect evidence, in this connection, may be of various
 kinds. The least indirect information could emerge from a
 study of animals of similar limb size to man, such as certain
 domestic animals before and after slaughtering. Sample sizes
 should be adequate, and the problem of soft tissue should re-
 ceive more attention than it apparently has received in such
 studies?.

 In human beings themselves, indirect evidence comprises
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 a relationship between an X-ray bone density finding and some
 phenomenon that is known independently of the densitometry
 -a relationship that is plausible from our knowledge of physio-
 logical or pathological processes. For example, in the middle
 phalanx of the little finger in adult men aged 20 to 84, there
 was a significant negative correlation between age and mid-
 shaft bone density, even after elimination of soft tissue differ-
 ences.30 In the twelve oldest men (aged 66 to 84), without
 the observer knowing the age or density score, an "index of
 articular degeneration" at the two interphalangeal joints of
 the little finger was derived by scoring the flattening of the
 articular surfaces, diminution of joint spaces and angularity (or
 lipping) at the articular margins. Even after elimination of
 age, there was a correlation of -0.554 between bone density and
 the index of articular degeneration (P = 0.05-0.1), suggesting
 that the bone density difference reflected an osteo-articular
 degeneration.

 Another possible piece of indirect evidence appeared in the
 same study30 of five bones of wrist and hand. In each bone the

 mean difference in density (right minus left) was positive (P
 less than 0.001 in four of the bones), even after correction for
 soft tissue density. The differences could not be accounted for
 by the bone size differences as measured on the films, but
 even if they could have been so explained, the finding would
 have suggested that densitometry was sensitive enough to de-
 tect a difference in the amount of mineral matter present. (In
 the calcaneus,29 the mean right-left density difference was also
 significant at the 5 per cent level, but negative.)

 In such examples, of course, there still remains the question:
 Were the corrections, especially for soft tissue, quite adequate?
 Thus, it might be thought that the negative correlation be-
 tween age and bone density that has been found in several
 studies13 would be a good piece of indirect evidence because
 it agrees with our experience with the bones of older persons
 and with some actual determinations of bone mineral content.

 However, apart from the dangers in translating an age differ-
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 ence, found in a cross-sectional study, into an age change, the
 question arises: Have age differences in soft tissue been suffi-
 ciently eliminated?

 In this connection it is perhaps pertinent to recall that in
 the study of the calcaneus29 and of five wrist and hand bones30
 -a phalanx, a metacarpal, two carpals and the radius-the
 densities of all six bones, before correction for soft tissue, were
 negatively correlated with age, but after the soft tissue correc-
 tion (by the regression method) three of the age-density co-
 efficients became positive, and all were low in value and far
 from significant at the 5 per cent level, except in the middle
 phalanx of the little finger (-0.431; P = 0.001-0.01). There
 are various possible explanations of the difference between
 the phalanx and the other bones, such as an actually greater
 loss of mineral matter in the phalanx with age; but perhaps
 the most important difference is the relatively small bulk of
 overlying soft tissue.

 In the present study of infants' films the peculiar features
 of the intervisit data may be very plausibly interpreted as
 evidence that shadow changes had a real relationship to changes
 in mineral content. They cannot, however, reveal how close
 the relationship was, i.e., the sensitivity of the method, even
 in the epiphysis of the femur, where the relationship appeared
 most clearly. The reason is that, in the attempt to relate
 change in bone shadow density to change in mineral content,
 the latter could be represented only by change in bone size,
 and if we could measure the mineral matter more directly we
 might well find a closer relationship to the X-ray density
 determinations.

 This lack of knowledge of the degree of sensitivity is, how-
 ever, no barrier to the useful application of densitometry. If
 no intergroup difference (e.g., in a nutrition trial) is found, it
 may be due to lack of sensitivity of the method; but if a signifi-
 cant difference is discovered, that in itself is important. The
 interpretation, and an estimate of the degree of the effect, must
 depend on other evidence, often including animal experiments.
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 Complex versus Simple Equipment. The complex equipment
 developed at Pennsylvania State College sprang from a belief
 that a continuous density reading, through the whole length
 or width of a bone would give more accurate information about
 mineral content than does spot photometry-the reading of
 density at one point or at a few separate points. That is, of
 course, not necessarily so; and even if it were desirable to make
 many readings on each shadow, their number and location
 should be determined by methods analogous to those used
 for sampling areas of land, communities and other hetero-
 geneous aggregates.

 When readings are made along a tracing path extending
 from one end of a bone to another, the intersubject variation in
 shape at the ends of long bones and at the whole periphery of
 short bones (e.g., the calcaneus) introduces intersubject varia-
 tion in bone density estimates, and it is noteworthy that, in
 some of the most recent work at Pennsylvania State University
 on the relationship between shadow density and mineral con-
 tent32, the ends of long bones were excluded. Indeed, even if
 all points on bone shadows could be read for density, the in-
 formation would not be very useful unless the shape of each
 bone were equally well determined.

 The claim that the continuous-reading method is greatly
 superior to spot photometry does not appear to have been
 established by systematic and comprehensive comparison of
 the two methods. In such a comparison, techniques appropri-
 ate to the study of variation should be used. For example, the
 "reproducibility" of the continuous-reading method may ap-
 pear high when the two ends of the tracing path are marked
 on a film and the same marks are used as guides in each repli-
 cate reading. In order to estimate the contribution of reading
 variation to the variation between two films of the same bone

 in the same subject, or between films of the same bone in differ-
 ent subjects, the tracing path must, of course, be chosen afresh
 each time that any film is read. That is the reason, in this
 laboratory, for the marking of reading points on tracing paper
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 attached to, and detachable from, the films.
 If the exploration of variation is properly designed, with

 appropriate randomizations, the data can be analyzed by the
 "components of variance" method, which was used in this
 laboratory to separate three components: between subjects,
 between films from the same subject, between readings on the
 same film.29 30 Applied to the comparison of mineral content
 and X-ray density, it could separate such components as: be-
 tween chemical analyses of different regions of the same bone,
 between analyses of the same region performed on different
 occasions.

 Such explorations might prove that spot photometry gives
 much less reliable information about mineral content than does

 the continuous-reading method; but it is desirable at this point
 to ask: What information do we desire?

 In densitometry, a particular bone is taken, more or less
 tacitly, as a sample of the osseous tissue of the body, or at least
 of bones of its own type; but any subjects' bones, even of
 similar type and structure, doubtless differ in their mineral
 content per unit volume or unit weight. Therefore, if it were
 desirable to obtain the full information about any one bone,
 it would surely be desirable to do the same for another bone,
 and another, and another-at least until it was shown how
 closely two or three bones represented the whole skeleton or
 the total bones of their class. This is, however, not the way
 in which histological and physiological sampling is done. We
 take a few drops of blood from a finger tip-not the whole blood
 of the finger, or even all its capillary blood. In clinical measure-
 ment of blood pressure we do not find the average of readings
 with the cuff at different positions on the arm or on different
 limbs. There is room for improvement in such sampling meth-
 ods, but not by attempting to collect all possible information
 on the thing to be measured. Improvement comes by adopting,
 and adhering to, certain rules of procedure which will reduce
 the observational variation, and risk of bias, as far as is neces-
 sary in the application of the method.
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 Previous studies in this laboratory (p. 16) have shown that
 when spot photometry is carefully applied its reading variation
 makes only a small contribution to the variation between films
 of the same bone that are processed at the same time. Previous
 studies, as well as the present study, have shown that, even
 when intersubject variation is added, the sample sizes necessary
 to demonstrate intergroup differences in bone shadow density
 (or changes within a group) are not exorbitant. The question
 still remains: How large must a difference in mineral content
 be before it will produce a demonstrable difference in bone
 shadow density? If soft tissue masks differences in mineral con-
 tent, it is immaterial whether photometer readings are made
 at one point or at all points on the bone shadows. Until the
 soft tissue question is settled, therefore, we may well doubt
 the wisdom of further propagating complex and costly equip-
 ment.
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 SUMMARY

 Bone shadow densities were determined by spot photometry
 on the shaft of metatarsal I, femur shaft and femur distal
 epiphysis in the right limbs of infants, born in 1951 or 1952,
 whose mothers, from the ward-service hospital population of
 Philadelphia, had been the subject of a prenatal dietary supple-
 ment experiment, in which the women, during the first 16 weeks
 of pregnancy, had been assigned by a random procedure to one
 or other of four groups: polyvitamin concentrate; protein con-
 centrate (with calcium); polyvitamin concentrate plus protein
 concentrate; control (with no supplement supplied). The films
 examined were obtained from 286 infants (189 white and 97
 Negro) in the first postnatal week, 151 of the same infants at a
 median age of approximately one month, and 143 of the same
 infants at a median age of approximately six months.

 Corrections for interfilm differences in general density and in
 soft tissue density were made by a "direct" method, i.e., read-
 ings were made at a particular point on the shadow of an alu-
 minum-alloy wedge that had been exposed on all films, and on
 areas of soft tissue adjacent to the respective bones, and these
 two readings formed the independent variables in a multiple
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 linear regression equation in which the dependent variable was
 bone density. The equation provided an estimate of what the
 shadow density in a particular bone would have been if the
 intersubject differences in bone density were entirely due to
 differences in general film density and in soft tissue density,
 as represented by the equation. The difference between this
 estimated density and the observed density (the deviation
 from regression) was an index of the density status of that bone
 in relation to the mean density for the same bone in the whole
 group of infants. The means of these deviations for each of the
 three bones in each of the 16 race-sex-treatment subgroups were
 used for comparison of treatments.

 There was found no evidence of a relationship between the
 mother's prenatal dietary supplement and the infant's bone
 density in the first postnatal week or its change in density be-
 tween the first and fourth week.

 The only demonstrable racial or sex difference was found in
 the metatarsal. In both sexes the mean density in white infants
 during the first week exceeded the mean density in Negro in-
 fants of the same sex by amounts that could not be readily
 attributed to random sampling variation, nor could they be
 accounted for by differences in metatarsal size (as measured
 by width).

 The investigation was therefore concerned chiefly with:

 1. The precision of the method for the detection of differences
 in bone shadow density. For example, it was shown that, after
 correction for differences in bone size, wedge density and soft
 tissue density, the residual intersubject variation was low
 enough to justify a verdict of "significant at the 5 per cent level"
 if, in two samples of 100 infants, the greater mean bone shadow
 density exceeded the smaller by 5 per cent.

 2. Evidence of the sensitivity of the method in reflecting dif-
 ferences in actual mineral content. Because it is rarely possible
 in living human subjects to obtain direct evidence of this sensi-
 tivity, indirect evidence must be sought-for example, the
 demonstration of density differences that cannot be easily ac-
 counted for by differences in general film density, in soft tissue
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 density, in bone size, or in shadow magnification, or by random
 sampling variation. For instance, in the intervisit intervals, al-
 though the femur epiphysis clearly showed increase of density,
 in the metatarsal and femur shaft the differences were either

 effectively zero or negative, and the most plausible explanation
 was that the densitometer had registered the effect of the de-
 struction (remodelling) inside those bones, which at this stage
 of development competes with the subperiosteal deposition of
 bone.

 In the light of this study and of previous studies of adult
 bones and cadaver bones by the same investigators, a detailed
 discussion of current problems in bone densitometry is pre-
 sented.
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